As we confront the urgent environmental challenges of the next one hundred years, Penn’s landscape architecture program, predicated on brilliant and often prescient ideas and designs, offers a crucial foundation that is needed for a synthetic approach to the design and planning of our cities and outdoor spaces.

- PETER R. REED, SENIOR DEPUTY DIRECTOR, CURATORIAL AFFAIRS, MFAA

“As we stroll through the words and images of this remarkable history, I hope that you will be mindful of the future of landscape architecture even as you are enjoying a fresh look at its past. Walking through these pages you will find resonant stories, lasting friends, and legacy figures. These accounts of influence, innovation, and genius of course.

- MARYLYN JORDAN TAYLOR, DEAN, SCHOOL OF DESIGN, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

TRANSECTS

Richard Weller is the Martin and Mary Meyerson Chair of Urbanism and Professor and Chair of the Department of Landscape Architecture at the University of Pennsylvania.

Meghan Talarowski graduated from the landscape architecture program at Penn in 2013 and has practiced in the fields of architecture and landscape architecture since 2003.
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FOREWORD

Marilyn Jordan Taylor
Dean, School of Design, University of Pennsylvania

As you stroll through the words and images of this remarkable short history, I hope that you will be mindful of the future of landscape architecture even as you are enjoying a fresh look at its past. Leafing through these pages you will find resonant stories, lasting friends, and legacy figures sharing moments of brilliance interwoven with periods of change, particularly during the sixty years since Dean G. Holmes Perkins reached out to Professor Ian McHarg to create an ecology-defined program in landscape architecture at PennDesign.

Perkins’ prescient vision of design at Penn was broad and cross-disciplinary; the breadth and depth of cross-disciplinary thinking that characterizes our school today flows from the formidably steps he took as dean. McHarg invented a program that was to engage and inspire landscape architects, architects, ecologists, urbanists, and regional planners for decades. At Penn he found himself among faculty colleagues in architecture, city planning, history, and the fine arts who shared his penchant for dialog and argument, for commitment and risk - all to the enduring benefit of PennDesign students and our school.

Leadership in the design academy is a challenging and changing endeavor. McHarg was followed by Anne Whiston Spirn, John Dixon Hunt, James Corner, and now Richard Weller, each extending the definition, influence and experience of landscape architecture, individually and collectively. The faculty, students and alumni of the landscape programs and initiatives at Penn have declared the importance of identifying and cultivating a discipline, separate from architecture, of landscape architecture. They have articulated and demonstrated why we must design with, rather than in spite of, nature. They have welded a cross-disciplinary design approach in which the building is but another element of the landscape, and sometimes indistinguishable from it. They offer...
designs through which culture and experience extend materiality and sensuality to an experience of pleasure and beauty. Their perception and passion bring timely focus to the urban condition, the nature of the city, and the contribution of landscape in healing the physical and philosophical distance of urbanized places and informal settlements from their natural settings. They created the field of landscape urbanism and continue to extend its potential. They hold the keys to the broadest definition of human and physical resilience in the face of extreme weather. They see the need to extend their skill to address the challenge of protecting and defending the biodiversity that gives us life.

And so begins the next exciting 100 years of landscape architecture at PennDesign.

INTRODUCTION

Richard Weller
Martin and Mary Meyerson Chair of Urbanism and Professor and Chair of the Department of Landscape Architecture at the University of Pennsylvania

This book commemorates 100 years of Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning at the University of Pennsylvania. Landscape architecture was first introduced as a subject in the School of Fine Arts (now the School of Design) in 1914 through a series of lectures by George Burnap, landscape architect for the United States Capitol. It is from these lectures that we have measured our first centenary.

The B.L.A. program was officially introduced at Penn in 1924 under the direction of Robert Wheelwright, a founding member of the American Society of Landscape Architects. The program graduated 23 landscape architects before its wartime suspension in 1942. Although no degrees were conferred, occasional courses in landscape architecture continued to be taught at Penn over the next decade before a new Dean, G. Holmes Perkins, recruited Ian McHarg to revive the landscape architecture program in 1954.

In 1957 McHarg became chair of the new Department of Landscape Architecture offering a B.L.A., as well as a one-year M.L.A. for architects. In 1965, a large grant from the Ford Foundation enabled McHarg to found a new regional planning program and to assemble a faculty versed in natural sciences. While enrollments in landscape architecture remained stable during the 1970s, enrollments in the regional planning program soared and this necessarily shaped faculty tenure appointments. With the publication of his manifesto “Design With Nature” in 1969, McHarg became an internationally renowned leader in ecological landscape planning and received a National Medal of Arts from President George H.W. Bush. Although the profession increasingly found most of its work at
a civic scale. McHarg’s description of the landscape architect as a ‘steward of the earth’ is to this day the discipline’s most powerful and compelling raison d’etre.

By 1985, however, with changes in governmental policies and reduced funding for environmental programs, the enrollment in regional planning was reduced to 2–3 students per year. In the academy, waves of new theory and experimental modes of representation found their way from architecture into landscape architecture and challenged the authority of large scale planning based on objective mapping.

In 1986, Penn alum Anne Whiston Spirn was recruited to succeed McHarg as chair with the mandate of extending the department’s legacy and renewing its commitment to design. The challenge was to reshape the full-time faculty in order to teach landscape architects, now the vast majority of students in the department, and to rebuild the regional planning program in collaboration with the Department of City and Regional Planning. Through her writings and community engagement, Spirn continued McHarg’s grand vision of an ecologically healthier world but orientated the program toward the cultural milieu of the urban environment. Spirn’s book “The Granite Garden” (1984) was a prescient survey of urban ecology, one that would find consolidation in the movement of landscape urbanism emanating from Penn over a decade later. In 2001, Spirn was awarded the prestigious International Cosmos Prize for what continues to be a career devoted to compressing the gap between the art, science and sociology of ecological design.

Spirn was succeeded as chair in 1994 by garden historian John Dixon Hunt. Hunt brought a new level of historical and theoretical rigor to the program and launched Penn Studies in Landscape Architecture, an internationally recognized publication series on landscape history and design. Since his appointment Hunt has written a consistent stream of high quality works of landscape architectural history confirming his reputation as the world’s pre-eminent landscape historian. Hunt was able to connect history to contemporary landscape architecture, providing it with the roots it needed.

Continuing what Spirn had begun, Hunt oversaw a design renaissance at Penn as faculty such as Anuradha Mathur and James Corner were able to consolidate a culture of design experimentation throughout the program. Corner’s wide ranging writings emphasized design’s capacity to catalyze social and ecological change and his edited volume “Recovering Landscape: Essays in Contemporary Landscape Theory” (1996) became synonymous with a discipline on the ascendant. Mathur and her partner Dilip da Cunha drew on post-colonial and post-structural theory arguing through exhibitions and publications for the importance of how landscape is conceptualized, before it is designed.

In 2000 Corner was named the new chair of the Department. Over the course of the next decade Corner amassed a strong design faculty and developed a culture of creative and competitive individualism. Along with other Penn alumni such as Charles Waldheim and Chris Reed, Corner established the principles of a new school of thought known as landscape urbanism that propelled landscape architecture to the forefront of debates about contemporary urban design. Corner’s commitment to testing ideas and techniques through design application, followed by the spectacular success of his firm James Corner Field Operations ensured landscape architecture at Penn was looked to as the world’s leading design program. In 2010, James Corner Field Operations received the National Landscape Design Award from the Smithsonian’s Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum.

In the same year, Penn was awarded the prize for world’s best landscape architecture program at the European Biennial of Landscape Architecture in Barcelona.

In 2013, I accepted the position as the sixth chair of landscape architecture at Penn. The history of the school, described in this book, represents an important legacy
and I am excited to be involved in shaping this legacy into the future. Where some see only polarizations between McHarg, Spirn, Hunt and Corner I see the essential coordinates of what it now means to be a landscape architect in the 21st century. Through their work and that of the department they have led, we find exemplary vision, method, depth and technique working across all scales.

The question now is how to take that which we have learned from their work and educate a new generation of landscape architects: a generation who will not only continue to lead the discipline but more importantly influence the world beyond – radically, profoundly and beautifully. The answer to this question lies in all the things that make a great school. It lies in how closely ancillary studies in history, theory, media, materials and ecology are linked to the design studio. It lies in how actively we enable interdisciplinary connections and opportunities. It lies in the flow of ideas that move through the school and the proximity of students and faculty. It lies in our propensity for intellectual and creative experimentation. It lies in how we apply design intelligence to the complex systemic issues that will dominate 21st century life. It lies in how we build a globally relevant research platform. And all of this relates back to the way we value and critically interpret the legacy of this school.

This book has been researched, written and designed in collaboration with Meghan Talarowski whose exceptional capacity for clear thinking, organizational skills, good humor and attention to detail have made this book possible. We don’t claim it to be a definitive history, but it does attempt to capture a representative picture of the school. It also contains many interesting anecdotes from former students as well as some wonderful items from the archives, such as Ian McHarg’s scribbles on a napkin, and quotes from James Corner’s studio syllabi. These seemed to us to say far more than we could in words.

Penn has always been chaired by leaders in the field with big personalities, but a chair is nothing without good faculty. There have been many brilliant teachers and selfless administrators who have made the program’s reputation and you will find their names at the end of this volume. There is also a list of the alumni and landmark moments in design history and culture more broadly.

The book is organized into 10-year increments. The final chapter, “The Future” features a diverse collection of statements from current and past faculty, and from prominent alumni, about their teaching methods and their research directions. This stands testament to Penn as an incubator of design intelligence.

And finally, in the background of all this, since 1974 when he first came to teach at Penn, has been Laurie Olin. Not only has he led one of the world’s most respected practices, but he has consistently taught inspirational design studios and drawing classes emphasizing the art and craft of landscape architecture. In 2013 Laurie received the National Medal of Arts, an accolade given to only three landscape architects (Lawrence Halprin, Dan Kiley and Ian McHarg) before him.

As Laurie said to us over a bottle of wine in a café in downtown Philadelphia while we were researching this book, “We have a bad building, no money and never enough time … but we have ideas and we have good people. Penn has always had good people.”
James Corner receiving the National Landscape Design Award, Laurie Olin receiving the National Medal of Arts

Ian McHarg receiving the National Medal of Arts, Anne Whiston Spirn receiving the International Cosmos Prize
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Landscape architecture was a young profession in the early years of the 20th century. Established by Olmsted in the later part of the 19th century and introduced to America at large at the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition, there were still few trained professionals when Penn first began its forays into the field. Not yet ready to commit to a full program in the training of landscape architects, the School of Fine Arts nonetheless acknowledged the importance of this new professional movement by hosting a series of lectures on the topic in 1914 and 1918 by George Burnap and Jacques Gréber.
1914
- World War I begins
- Corbusier's Dom-ino
- Gaudi's Guell Park

1915
- Ford produces 1 millionth car
- First transcontinental telephone call
- Einstein's "General Theory of Relativity"
- Geddes' "Cities in Evolution"

1916
- US National Park Service established
- First Federal Highway Act in US
- Dada begins in Zurich
- Jensen's Columbus Park

1917
- Russian Revolution
- US enters World War I
- Duchamp's "Fountain"
- Freud's "Introduction to Psychoanalysis"
- American Institute of City Planners founded

1918
- Prohibition begins
- Acadia and Grand Canyon National Parks established
- Bauhaus founded

1919
- Warren G. Harding elected US President
- US women given right to vote
- Cordona perfects triple somersault

1920
- Farrand's Dumbarton Oaks
- Robert Moses begins NYC career

1921
- Calvin Coolidge, US Vice President, assumes presidency on Harding’s death

1922
- Harvard offers Master in City Planning

1923
- College Green, early 1900s

---

Ten part lecture series
in Landscape Design
by George Burnap

Lecture series on the
Philadelphia Parkway
by Jacques Gréber
First courses in landscape architecture at Penn

Ten part lecture series in Landscape Design, taught by George Burnap

Astronomy


Bacteriology

1. Elementary Bacteriology—First year bacteriology of the course in Microbiology. Eighteen in Arts and Science and the lower four years in Biology. One hour taught throughout the first term and fourteen in laboratory second term. One term. Professors: Assistant Professor, Burnap.

2. Advanced Bacteriology—Advanced work by students who have completed the first term of preclinical day of the second term. Two hours. Professors: Assistant Professor, Burnap.

* Optional for graduate students.

George Burnap and Jacques Gréber
By 1924, the School of Fine Arts was committed to formally training landscape architects. Robert Wheelwright, a founding member of the American Society of Landscape Architects, as well as a prominent landscape architect working in New York, was invited to chair the newly established department of undergraduates. The program grew swiftly, from Wheelwright alone teaching three students in 1924 to a peak of three professors teaching 22 students in 1929. Unfortunately, the stock market crash and The Depression severely dampened the prospects of the program throughout the 1930s, causing a sharp drop in student enrollment and forcing Wheelwright to reduce staff.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>Calvin Coolidge elected US President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ford produces ten millionth car</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hilberghemey’s “Study for an Ideal City”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mumford’s “Sticks and Stones”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Martens’s “Futurism and Fascism”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>International Expo in Paris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bauhaus moves to Dessau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>NBC established, first major US broadcast network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td>Charles Lindbergh makes first trans-Atlantic flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Jazz Singer, first “talkie” or motion picture with sound, released</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>Herbert Hoover elected US President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amelia Earhart makes first solo female trans-Atlantic flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>International d’architecture moderne (CIAM) founded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Green’s Green Gables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wall Street crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St. Valentine’s Day massacre in Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mies van der Rohe’s Barcelona Pavilion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wright and Stein’s Radburn NJ plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harvard starts first US city planning school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>Great Depression begins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pluto is discovered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>World car production reaches 11 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corbusier’s Villa Savoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lamb’s Empire State Building, world’s tallest building (until 1954)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Franklin D. Roosevelt elected US President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wright’s “Disappearing City”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carter first exhibits “stabiles” and “mobiles”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>Prohibition repealed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Deal established</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joyce’s “Ulysses” allowed in US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bauhaus closes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Landscape architecture program established, five year Bachelor of Landscape Architecture (B.L.A.) degree offered
- First landscape architecture graduate, Edith Crosby Stuart neé Brown, B.L.A. ’30
- Early design studio
In a letter to the New York Times in 1924, Robert Wheelwright wrote:

“There is but one profession whose main objective has been to co-ordinate the works of man with preexistent nature and that is landscape architecture. The complexity of the problems which the landscape architect is called upon to solve, involving a knowledge of engineering, architecture, soils, plant materials, ecology, etc., combined with aesthetic appreciation can hardly be expected of a person who is not highly trained and who does not possess a degree of culture.”

---

**THE DEPARTMENT OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE**

**Announcement—** The urgent demand upon the University of Pennsylvania for a course in Landscape Architecture has led the Trustees to establish this work, to be opened in September, 1924, with an educational standard, teaching personnel and equipment which will place it at full level with the course in Architecture. The new course is framed on the conceptions that Landscape Architecture is a fine art and it will comprise a range of studies, both technical and cultural, deemed necessary to a thorough preparation for the general practice of this art, while the organization of the course is such that ultimately will permit the development of instruction in city planning. As an earnest of the aims and standards of the work the Trustees have placed it under the direction of Robert Wheelwright, Landscape Architect and Member of the American Society of Landscape Architects. A graduate of Harvard University (A.B., 1906, and Master of Landscape Architecture, 1908), Professor Wheelwright has achieved success as a practitioner in this field, both in New York and Philadelphia, while, as member of the American Society of Landscape Architects, he was one of the founders and for ten years an editor of its official organ, Landscape Architecture.

The new course and its general and special advantages are described below.

**The Course in Landscape Architecture**

It is believed that in establishing this course the University will meet a growing demand throughout the country and thus fulfill a need of the community. Landscape Architects, still young as a profession, has advanced so rapidly in this country that today the United States leads the world in this art, offering more and better opportunity for its study, and for practice, than any other country.
The first graduate of the landscape architecture program was a 39-year-old woman named Edith Crosby Stuart neé Brown. She received her B.L.A. in 1930, four years before women were graduating from Penn with degrees in architecture.

“Women had been admitted to the Towne Science program as early as the 1870s and were admitted to the Department of Architecture for courses. But they were not allowed in the life drawing course, on the grounds that it would be distracting for the men and embarrassing for the women. In a contradiction worthy of the military, life drawing was a requirement to receive the architecture degree; thus, women could graduate from Penn as architects only if they were willing to commute to Columbia where no such restriction existed. None did so.

The first woman would not receive an architecture degree until the late 1930s, when the dramatic reduction of the student body caused by the Depression forced Penn to change.”

-“The Book of the School”, Strong and Thomas

Transcript of first graduate
Stuart was the first to finish the five year B.L.A. program
Early student work
A residential subdivision and an estate by L.B. Ambler, Jr.

Early student work
An estate by M.S. Wehrly and a preparatory school by Alfred Edwards
In 1939, Wheelwright introduced a one-year graduate program in landscape architecture, expanding upon the existing five-year undergraduate program. At a time of reduced student enrollment and uncertain futures, this was a bold move. A few months later, the Selective Service Act was passed, the first peacetime draft in United States history, and a year after that the United States entered World War II. The war, in addition to the Depression, put tremendous strain on the school. Student enrollment continued to decline, and Wheelwright was left to run the program alone, until he also registered for the draft in 1942. Without a chair and with just four students remaining, the program was suspended.
One-year Master of Landscape Architecture (M.L.A.) degree offered

Landscape architecture program suspended

Dust Bowl begins
Everglades National Park established
Wright’s Citizens’ Petition for Broadacre City

Dust Bowl mass migrations begin
FBI established
Social Security established
Wright’s Fallingwater
Steel’s Naumkeag

First artificial heart invented
LIFE magazine, first issue
Savages’ Hoover Dam, world’s tallest dam (until 1959)

Hindenburg disaster
Jet engine invented
Strauss, Morrow and Ellis’ Golden Gate Bridge, world’s longest suspension bridge (until 1964)

Eckbo, Rose & Kiley’s Manifesto
Well’s “War of the Worlds” broadcast
Mumford’s “The Culture of Cities”

World War II begins
World’s Fair in NYC
Best Picture “Gone with the Wind”

Selective Service Act, first peacetime draft in US history

US enters World War II
Manhattan Project begins
Asplund’s Woodland Cemetery

Fermi splits the atom
First computer invented

Detroit race riots
Best Picture “Casablanca”

Hayden Hall, home of School of Fine Arts

1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
Early student work

A suburban development and a low-rent housing project by Joe Walter Langran

A city park by Oliver M. Fanning

1934

1935, 1937
In 1939, Wheelwright introduced a one-year M.L.A degree. Course requirements were similar to that of the undergraduate program, but were of an abbreviated scope and timeframe. Master’s students were also required to submit a thesis before graduating.
From 1924 to 1941, 64 students (40 men, 24 women, aged 18 to 47) passed through the landscape architecture program. Three B.F.A.s and 23 B.L.A.s were awarded.

In 1942, the program was suspended after Wheelwright, program director, registered for the draft.
From 1942 onward, the landscape architecture program was suspended, although it was still authorized to award B.L.A. degrees. Frederick Peck, a graduate of the program, taught a limited number of courses in 1948 and again in 1951, but it was a new dean, G. Holmes Perkins, who truly revitalized the program. Perkins ideals were established at Harvard under Jean Jacques Haffner, and he sought to create a school balanced between architecture, landscape architecture and city planning. Perkins introduced a new Department of Land and City Planning in his very first year as dean, and the following year established a program in landscape architecture, offering a five-year B.L.A. degree. The year after that, the program expanded to offer a one-year M.L.A. Perkins brought swift and dramatic change to the school and his influence resonated for decades to come.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1944</td>
<td>Harry Truman, US Vice President, assumes presidency on FDR’s death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G.I. Bill passes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>US drops nuclear bombs on Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>World War II ends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>United Nations established</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>British New Towns Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENIAC or “Giant Brain”, world’s first electronic computer, built at Penn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>Neutra’s Kaufmann House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UFO crash in Roswell, New Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Concourse’s Unilever House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Levittown, NYC first planned community in US, receives first residents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neutra’s Kaufmann House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948</td>
<td>Harry Truman elected US President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First polaroid camera sold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gandhi assassinated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949</td>
<td>Church’s Dymaxion Garden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pollock’s “Composition No II”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leopold’s “Sand County Almanac”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Berlin Blockade splits Germany into two separate German states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NATO established</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>Clarke’s “Landscape into Art”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geddes “Cities in Evolution”, new edition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>US enters Korean War</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McCarthyism begins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;I Love Lucy&quot; show sparks Golden Age of Television</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951</td>
<td>First commercial computer sold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max van der Rohe’s Farnsworth House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J. B. Jackson House, “Landscape”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Salinger’s “Catcher in the Rye”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retouche’s &quot;On the Road&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
<td>Dwight Eisenhower elected US President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First British test of nuclear bombs on Montebello Islands, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>US New Town development begins in Reston, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953</td>
<td>Korean War ends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First color television sold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Watson and Clark discover DNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sheppard’s “Modern Gardens”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>World War II battle training at Penn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Two courses in landscape architecture by Peck, no formal degree offered
- Perkins becomes dean of the school, Department of Land and City Planning established
- Program of landscape architecture established, five-year B.L.A. offered
- One-year M.L.A. offered
As part of his agreement to come to Penn, Perkins asked University President Harold Stassen for authority to establish new departments in landscape architecture and city planning. At the time, Perkins assumed that he would be rejected, but that was not the case.

“I said I wouldn’t think of coming unless he agreed to this. I figured that was the end of that, but he said okay, right then and there.”

—The Book of the School”, Strong and Thomas

Initially, landscape architecture was taught under the Department of Land and City Planning, created by Perkins in 1951.

“Landscape architecture like its partners, architecture and city planning, is a social art... The closeness of their respective interests and their mutual dependence makes it obvious that each will gain by the development of healthy habits of working together.”

-School of Fine Arts Bulletin 1951

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Landscape architecture like its partners, architecture and city planning, is a social art. It practitioners seek systems whereby the earth’s surface is moulded for human use and enjoyment. All three professions quite properly share common objectives, and to a large degree similar ways of working. Yet each has its special techniques and areas of unique competence which are not shared by the others. The closeness of their respective interests and their mutual dependence makes it obvious that each will gain by the development of healthy habits of working together, by which method alone a higher standard of service can be given the community.

The primary objectives of the five-year student are to acquire the language of architecture, to develop a sense and ability of working with basic materials, to study the social and economic problems of the family and of the larger social and political organization, and to first-hand contact with the city and rural landscapes, the student learns the skills, the techniques, the habits which form the basis for his design.

The central discipline in landscape architecture is found in the objective drawing room course. Here are brought together an understanding and a concept of space, structure, and materials which grows out of the results of men and his resources. An emphasis is placed upon the larger scope of landscape architecture with particular reference to the normal problems with which our cities are today faced by their rapid expansion and the ensuing need for re-development. In the planning recognition of urban and rural needs and by a developing conceptions of the nature of conserving and developing natural resources. The landscape architect is a key figure in the creation of plans for new housing, city parks and playgrounds, parks, new homes and sites, and rural lands. He is such as must be prepared by training and experience to work in harmony with architects and engineers. By continuous collaboration in his school work and by constant contact with reality, such training is enabled to enter the profession better prepared to serve his community.

Program description

Outline of 5 year B.L.A. program under Perkins

1948 1951

G. Holmes Perkins
This shared model did not last long. Perkins still had faith in the system he had created but other design schools, such as MIT and Harvard, had begun shifting attention away from undergraduate programs towards graduate education. In order for Penn to remain competitive, Perkins needed to establish graduate level training in landscape architecture.

In 1953, Perkins invited Ian McHarg, a former planning student of his from Harvard, to come from Scotland and build a new Department of Landscape Architecture.

From 1952-1954, landscape architecture was part of a new curriculum based on a shared program in which undergraduates in architecture, city planning and landscape architecture were taught together for the first three years, before splitting into their separate programs for the last two.

“The work of the first three years of the professional courses in architecture, city planning and landscape architecture is, except in rare cases, identical in content, reflecting the fact that all are parts of a common field.”

-“The Book of the School”, Strong and Thomas

Course listing

Early studios were a joint effort between architecture, city planning and landscape architecture

1952

1954

Ian McHarg

McHarg served in the Parachute Regiment in World War II
In Ian McHarg, Perkins found an ideal chair for his new Department of Landscape Architecture. McHarg had studied planning under Perkins at Harvard and had received his M.L.A. and M.C.P. from there. McHarg worked for a time in Scotland, but was lured away by Perkins’ offer to establish a new program at Penn. He taught from 1954 onwards, becoming the official chair of the department in 1957. In 1958, the School of Fine Arts became the Graduate School of Fine Arts, an indication of the changes Perkins was making in curriculum, faculty appointments, research opportunities and the addition of graduate level programs. Perkins also used his influence to build and maintain a rare book collection at the school, as well as ensuring that the Fine Arts Library collection was not subsumed when the larger Van Pelt Library was constructed. In 1959, the school hosted an international conference on urban design, which solidified its pre-eminence in the fields of city planning, urbanism and landscape architecture. Prestigious attendees ranged from Lewis Mumford to Jane Jacobs to Louis Kahn.
1954
School segregation declared illegal
US tests hydrogen bomb at Bikini Atoll
First nuclear submarine, USS Nautilus

1955
Rosa Parks refuses to give up her seat
US involvement in Vietnam made official
Salk develops Polio vaccine
Kiley’s Millenium Garden
Disneyland opens

1956
Interstate Highway Act passed
Fidel Castro lands in Cuba
Computer language FORTRAN invented
Noguchi’s UNESCO garden
Utzon’s Sydney Opera House

1957
Soviets launch Sputnik, first Earth satellite, space race begins
71 cities worldwide over 1 million people
Stiri’s “Toward New Towns for America”
Essel’s “The immortal country”

1958
USS Nautilus first vessel to pass under the North Pole
Max van der Rohe’s Seagram’s Building

1959
Castro’s Cuban Revolution ends
Alaska and Hawaii become last US states
NASA founded
Wright’s Guggenheim Museum
Eckbo’s ALCOA Forecast Garden

1960
John F. Kennedy elected US President
Greensboro lunch counter sit-ins begin
Shepard, first American in space

1961
Glenn, first American to orbit the Earth

1962
US breaks diplomatic relations with Cuba
Cuban missile crisis
Construction begins on Berlin Wall
Glenn, first American to orbit the Earth

1963
Warhol’s Marilyn portraits
Carson’s “Silent Spring”
Gans’ ‘The Urban Villagers’
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s “I have a dream” speech
US President Kennedy assassinated
Freidan’s “The Feminine Mystique”

McHarg begins offering “Man and the Environment” course
Department of Landscape Architecture established, McHarg becomes department chair
Conference on urban design

Fine Arts Library, interior
Once McHarg accepted Perkins’ offer to head the new Department of Landscape Architecture, he immediately focused on the department’s most pressing issue.

“The question was, if we had a graduate program, how would we compete with Harvard?

Harvard was admitting B.L.A.s exclusively, and we had to compete with them. And that’s when I struck upon the stratagem of admitting architects and training them in landscape architecture. If we set up a program admitting only people with architecture degrees, we would solve the problem of inferiority of the landscape architect vis-a-vis the architect, since the people studying landscape architecture would already be skilled designers.”

- "The Book of the School", Strong and Thomas
By 1958, with McHarg now firmly established as chair, the department began to more directly reflect his personal values and the direction he wanted to take landscape architecture education, as well as the profession.

“One of the most conspicuous failures of 20th century western society has been the environment created. Squalor and anarchy are more accurate descriptions than are efficiency and delight. This should cause no surprise when we consider that prevailing values esteem ephemeral consumer products over landscape and townscape. Indeed the new yet obsolescent automobile or refrigerator are more highly prized than the enduring social and physical environment. Despoilation of landscape and the accretion of ugliness are inevitable consequences of such prevailing values.”

- School of Fine Arts Bulletin 1958

McHarg taught for a few years at Penn before becoming chair, during which time he was exposed to Perkins’ ideals regarding landscape architecture. In 1957, the department description and requirements were still defined by Perkins.

"When the creation of shelter includes an appreciation of the quality of human experience, building becomes architecture; when the disposition of plant materials, inert materials, and water in the landscape includes the appreciation of the open quality of space, horticulture becomes landscape architecture. It is this concern with the quality of the environment created rather than simply the functions of open space, the characteristics of plant and inert materials, or the mechanics of modifying the ground forms, which must distinguish the practice of landscape architecture."

-School of Fine Arts Bulletin 1957

Program description
Perkins maintained influence over the department even after McHarg’s arrival

1957

Program description
McHarg significantly shifted the department description and courses once he became chair

1958
When the school held a conference on urban design in 1959, whose participants were some of the most well-known critics and thinkers of the day, it demonstrated that the Graduate School of Fine Arts was becoming the pre-eminent institution for landscape architecture, architecture and planning.
“Amid recurring political and social crisis, our modest problem of educating a new generation of architects gets scant attention. Nor does this appear surprising or unjust. Yet, on second thought, will not the vision, the dedication, and the skill of architects play perhaps the decisive role in the creation of tomorrow’s world which will be dominated by the city? The quality of the urban environment will mold our lives and thoughts. Nor do I see any inherent conflict with nature for man himself and all his works are but a manifestation of nature. At present, however, man’s skill in the creation of new systems that promote and maintain an ecologic balance are sadly rudimentary. The science of urban ecology is in a most primitive state, and our understanding of social behavior only slightly more advanced. Under such circumstances it is hardly surprising that our architectural visions have been so limited, that we have to depend so heavily on intuition, that we have failed to reflect in our design the potential richness of modern social life and have relied too much upon norms and averages for guidance rather than upon an understanding of the individual whose ambitions and activities are legion. We have been so blinded by our own technical virtuosity that we have dared to challenge nature’s laws rather than recognizing them as the best of guides.”

- “Architectural Education,” from an address to the Royal Academy of Architects
By the end of the 1950s, the School was becoming a victim of its own success, straining at the seams of its home at the time, Hayden Hall. A new fine arts building was proposed, and Louis Kahn, a professor in the Department of Architecture, was selected by Perkins. School politics influenced the decision, however, and Kahn was soon rejected. The ensuing design and construction process of what would ultimately become known as Meyerson Hall became fraught with student protests, often spurred on by professors and even McHarg himself. Simultaneous with the building construction was the development of a new program known as regional planning, taught under the auspices of both the Departments of Landscape Architecture and City Planning. To showcase the new program and direction, McHarg changed the department’s title to Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning. Soon thereafter, McHarg released “Design with Nature”, which definitively demonstrated his commitment to ecology as the basis of design, an ideal which began to permeate the whole of the department.

1964-1973
Lyndon B. Johnson elected US President
Race riots across major US cities
Civil Rights Act, segregation made illegal
The Beatles appear on Ed Sullivan Show
(British invasion begins)

1964

US escalates involvement in Vietnam
Malcolm X assassinated
Watts Riots in Los Angeles

1965

Hippie movement begins
Sensation to Treefort
Halprin’s Lovejoy Plaza
WHRT begins Baltimore Inner Harbor

1966

Race riots across major US cities
Summer of Love
Saar’s Habitat
Fuller’s Eclesiastic Dome
Halprin’s Sea Ranch

1967

Richard Nixon elected US President
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and Robert F. Kennedy assassinated
Fuller’s “Operating Manual for Spaceship Earth”
Ehrlich’s “The Population Bomb”
Armstrong walks on the moon
Woodstock music festival
Vietnam War demonstrations
McHarg’s “Design with Nature”
Halprin’s “RSVP Cycles”

1968

EPA established
Kent State Massacre
First Earth Day
Smithson’s Spiral Jetty
Burle Marx’s Copacabana

1970

US decreases voting age to 18 years
US bombs Cambodia and North Vietnam
Haag’s Gas Works Park
Edward D. Stone Jr and Associates’ PepsiCo Headquarters

1971

Watergate scandal
Presott levee homes (demolished)
DDT is banned

1972

Roe v. Wade ruling legalizes abortion
US withdraws from Vietnam
First oil embargo leads to market crash
WHRT’s Pandian, initial plan

1973

Fine Arts Building, now Meyerson Hall
Two-year Master of Regional Planning (M.R.P.) degree offered
Sir Peter Shepheard becomes dean of the school
Center for Ecological Research in Planning and Design established

1964
When it became apparent that Hayden Hall was no longer large enough for the school, students assumed that Kahn, their famed professor of architecture, would receive the commission to design the new building. The University rejected Kahn, however, because of issues over Kahn’s recently built Richards Medical Laboratories and instead selected Overseer and Trustee Sydney Martin’s firm of Martin, Stewart, Noble and Class. The design, as well as the location of the building, immediately inflamed the student body and protests continued for several years. While most of the protests focused on the Save our Open Space campaign, with students even chaining themselves to trees that were to be removed, the consensus for the resentment lay in the rejection of Kahn as architect.

Kahn swore that he would never set foot in the building, choosing instead to run his studios from the adjacent Furness building (now the Fisher Fine Arts Library), although he did occasionally come over for happy hour.

“My first year, I had all my landscape courses in Hayden Hall, in a semi-submerged room with large windows, the sills of which were level with the grass outside. One evening, at midnight or so, McHarg came to check on us, climbing through the window wearing a full tuxedo.” - Dennis McGlade, M.L.A. 1969
In 1963, Ian McHarg joined forces with fellow professors David Wallace, Bill Roberts and Tom Todd to form Wallace, McHarg, Roberts and Todd (WMRT). All four taught within the department, and at times it was difficult to differentiate between the firm and the school.

“In a sense WMRT and the Landscape Architecture Department were largely indivisible. McHarg, Roberts, Narendra Juneja and others moved between the classroom and the office, using the University as a platform to formulate and test ideas then applied in the firm’s professional projects and ultimately offered as studios.”

-“The Book of the School”, Strong and Thomas

The year of its founding, WMRT released the Plan for the Valleys, a seminal strategy for sustainable growth. The plan was commissioned by the Greenspring & Worthington Valley communities, who sought to protect the historic character and natural amenity of the area by planning for future development.

In 1980, McHarg left the firm, and it became WRT. It has since grown to over 100 people, with offices in Philadelphia, San Francisco and Miami, continuing its same values of ecological design, research and planning.
In 1965, McHarg started the regional planning program and renamed the department Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning. Created to explore larger scale planning projects that he felt could not be addressed within traditional city planning, the program was based on the tenets of ecology and the sciences, and was shared jointly with the Department of City Planning.

“The curriculum in Regional Planning offered in the Graduate School of Fine Arts consists of two ‘streams’ with a common core of planning courses. One stream is based upon preparation in the natural sciences in which the student enrolls through the Department of Landscape Architecture; the other stream is based upon preparation in the social sciences in which the student enrolls through the Department of City Planning. Both streams lead to the Master of Regional Planning degree at the end of two years of full-time study.” -Graduate School of Fine Arts Bulletin 1965

McHarg also brought on several new professors in the mid 1960’s, including Sir Peter Shepheard, who ultimately taught at Penn for over three decades, becoming dean of the school for five years during the mid 1970’s, and Narendra Juneja, a former student of the program.

Juneja was a significant force within the school and the profession through his work at WMRT, before his untimely death in 1981 of a heart attack.

“Without Narendra, Ian could not have accomplished all that he did. There would be no Design with Nature as we know it. McHarg had the vision and did the writing, but Narendra orchestrated the whole.” -Anne Whiston Spirn, M.L.A. ’74

1965

Narendra Juneja

Sketch by Sir Peter Shepheard

Program announcement
Description and requirements for M.R.P. degree
In their first years at Penn, Shepheard and Juneja developed in depth analyses of their countries of origin. Both were talented artists and their drawings are impressive not only in their depth of information, but also in the beauty of their craftsmanship.

Juneja's analysis of the Upper Gangetic Plain of India

Mapping spanned from geology to hydrology to land form

1965
Shepherd's analysis of Great Britain. Mapping included the entire continent.
In 1967, McHarg embarked on the first in depth regional planning study of the Delaware River Basin (D.R.B.). His students would execute these studies for almost two and a half decades and the information gathered would be the foundation of most upper level studios within the department.

“Multi-colored maps of the Delaware River Basin, some many feet long, hung from the walls of the gallery on the ground floor of Meyerson Hall. To the uninitiated, the maps on display, with no explanatory text, were bewildering and overwhelming.”

- Anne Whiston Spirn, M.L.A. ’74
Analysis of geology and elevation for second iteration of D.R.B.
“I remember McHarg once told me that he should be able to blindfold me, put me in a helicopter, and randomly drop me off in one of the Delaware Valley regions we were studying. He said I should be able to identify where I was by interpreting the geology, topography, vegetation, wildlife and architecture. That was how he introduced me to the concept of regionalism and it has stuck with me ever since.”

-Terry Krinsky, M.L.A. 1970
In 1969, McHarg’s seminal volume, “Design with Nature”, was published. To date, it has sold almost 200,000 copies.

“Design With Nature” not only captured the burgeoning environmental zeitgeist of the 1970’s, it also provided a practical method for the reconciliation of modernity and natural systems. Like his mentor, Lewis Mumford, McHarg held an arcadian image of culture and believed in the power of rational, or regional, planning to bring it about. Despite the limitations of the method and contradictions in the philosophy, McHarg’s grand narrative of stewardship remains landscape architecture’s raison d’etre.

“If one can view the biosphere as a single superorganism, then the Naturalist considers that man is an enzyme capable of its regulation, and conscious of it. He is of the system and entirely dependent upon it but has the responsibility for management, derived from apperception. This is his role – steward of the biosphere and its consciousness.” - Ian McHarg, “Design with Nature”
The following year, “motivated by national press coverage of a speech that U.S. Senator Gaylord Nelson gave in the fall of 1969 in Seattle - in which he called for a national ‘environmental teach-in’, a group of University of Pennsylvania landscape architecture and regional planning students decided to organize not just an Earth Day, but an entire Earth Week of activities.”

-“History of Earth Week”, www.earthweek1970.org

Earth Week was a massive success, drawing tens of thousands of people each day to events from Independence Mall to Fairmount Park to the University itself.

U.S. Senator Edmund Muskie was the keynote speaker. Other attendees included Ian McHarg; presidential candidate Ralph Nader; Nobel prize-winning Harvard biochemist, George Wald; U.S. Senate Minority Leader, Hugh Scott; poet, Allen Ginsberg and the entire cast of “Hair”.

Young girl at Earth Week celebration in Independence Mall

Earth Week press conference
McHarg and students in Meyerson Hall
In 1971, at the request of University President Martin Meyerson, Sir Peter Shepheard became dean of the school. This selection spoke both to the growing importance of the landscape architecture department, as well as Shepheard’s abilities and rapport with students and faculty.

During Shepheard’s eight-year tenure as dean, he developed a lecture series on landscape design called “Elements” that he continued for another two decades. He started an interdisciplinary undergraduate degree program in the design of the environment and he oversaw the development of a campus landscape plan that shaped Penn for years to come.

Shepheard was a great educator as well as a prolific artist. He used drawing as a way of seeing and of teaching. “Drawing a bird’s wing - first the bones then the feathers - revealed the shape and structure that enable flight and demonstrated how drawing is not merely a form of expression, but also a form of inquiry.”

“Peter draws all the time, the way other people breathe.” - Laurie Olin

Drawing of a crow, Sir Peter Shepheard
“Toward the end of a party at Ian’s farm, Laurie began to dance with Victoria. Carol was in the house at the time so Ian grabbed the nearest small farm animal, a goat, held it to his chest, and danced away!”

-Timothy Baird, M.L.A. 1980

Within the school, McHarg and Shepheard created an atmosphere of cohesion and congeniality. Everyone worked hard, but they also played hard.

“As dean, Shepheard will be remembered best for two important contributions to the School and the University - the Design of the Environment program and the new campus landscape plan - as well as for the creation of Happy Hour.”

-“The Book of the School”, Strong and Thomas

McHarg’s birthday party and “layer” cake

Sketches of Macintosh, McHarg and Muhlenberg by Laurie Olin
In 1972, in response to the growing ecological design movement, McHarg established the Center for Ecological Research in Planning and Design under the auspices of the school. The center undertook a multitude of design and research projects, beginning with the Medford study, a landmark model that enabled the town to successfully control its growth and maintain its surrounding environment. The plan is still utilized as a basis of planning decisions today.

“(The people of Medford) observed that traditional planning and zoning had been totally incapable of averting destruction in their neighboring communities. They hoped for a better future for Medford and suggested an ecological study be undertaken, oriented not to the preparation of a plan, but to the formulation of ordinances.” - Medford Study, 1974
Say - matter, of this is the universe, the world and life made.
Sun - shine that we may live.
Earth - home.
Oceans - ancient home.
Rain, rivers and streams - replenish from the oceans,
We erstwhile sea creatures removed from the sea by only the length of a cell.
Atmosphere - protect and sustain us.
Plants - live, breathe and grow that we may eat, breathe and live.
Decomposers - reconstitute the wastes of life and the substance of death that life may endure.

"An Ecological Prayer"
Ian McHarg always viewed himself as both a landscape architect and a planner. This dual identity was rooted in his academic background at Harvard. He came from Scotland to Cambridge, Massachusetts, to study landscape architecture. At Harvard, he found the modernism advanced by Walter Gropius and others in architecture and city planning more stimulating than what he perceived as a conservative emphasis on estate design for the wealthy in landscape architecture. To a large degree, this reflected a rift which had occurred between landscape architecture and city planning at Harvard several years earlier.

Harvard President Charles William Eliot founded the program in 1900 to honor his son (also Charles Eliot), who had been a pioneering landscape architect (and planner) and who had died in 1897 prematurely. The first Harvard teachers included Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr. and Arthur Shurtleff (later Shurcliff), both landscape architects and pioneers of the planning profession in the United States. Increasingly, the interests of the Harvard landscape architecture faculty were divided between site scale design and larger city planning concerns. This led to the establishment of Harvard’s School of City Planning in 1929. Whereas city planning at Harvard focused on larger scale and social issues, landscape architecture retained a smaller scale orientation. McHarg earned degrees in both landscape architecture and city planning at Harvard.

He collaborated with three architecture students for their thesis, which involved the renovation of downtown Providence, Rhode Island.

Against this backdrop, in 1954, McHarg’s former Harvard planning professor, G. Holmes Perkins, invited him to restart Penn’s landscape architecture department. From the offset, McHarg had a joint appointment with city planning. As Penn’s dean, Perkins sought to recreate the Graduate School of Design model developed by Harvard Dean Joseph Hudnut with departments of architecture, landscape architecture, and city planning.

Like the younger Olmsted before him, McHarg was drawn to the broader societal challenges presented by planning. He also came to view an understanding of ecology as fundamental to the advancement of both design and planning. Beyond the academy, McHarg’s practice, founded with city planner David Wallace, thrived. Conceived as an interdisciplinary firm, their other two partners, Tom Todd and Bill Roberts, had backgrounds in architecture, landscape architecture, and city planning. Eventually, McHarg created a parallel degree in regional planning at Penn and added it to the department’s name, that is, the Department of Landscape and Regional Planning.

This is the program I entered at Penn, and the combination of the two fields, both grounded in ecology, especially human ecology, has been a benefit to my career. I viewed my Penn regional planning education as larger scale landscape architecture. For a while, both
landscape architecture and regional planning thrived together at Penn. However, after McHarg’s retirement and with the rise of neoliberalism under the Ronald Reagan administration, planning floundered. Unlike his landscape architecture predecessors at Harvard, McHarg failed to institutionalize his planning vision at Penn.

McHarg’s failure was due to at least three other factors. First, Penn already had a Department of City and Regional Planning. As a result, there was some perceived redundancy. Second, younger faculty wanted to focus more on urban design and less on ecology. Third, reflecting the influence of his mentors, Perkins and Lewis Mumford, McHarg used the name “regional planning.” In reality, the program would be more accurately described as landscape or environmental or, as McHarg preferred, ecological planning. Had McHarg used one of these modifiers, then I believe its chances for survival would have been enhanced. At the very least, its stunning interdisciplinary innovation would be more widely known and appreciated.

Where does this leave us today? Once again, landscape architects, for the most part, have reinvented urbanism, this time calling it landscape urbanism and ecological urbanism and landscape ecological urbanism. Will it again spin away from landscape architecture as city planning did at Harvard in the 1920s? Or, disappear as ecologically based regional planning did at Penn in the 1990s? Or, might landscape architects again lead the urban agenda but sustain that leadership?

Meanwhile, the global environmental issues that McHarg challenged have not gone away. With climate change and urbanization, the plight of communities and regions has grown more alarming. Simultaneously, planning has moved increasingly from the physical world towards applied social science and public policy. Mainstream design has grown more dismissive of planning and its constraints. More and more, we increasingly need planners who understand design and designers who recognize what Charles Eames knew, “design depends largely on constraints.” We also need planners and designers who are ecologically literate. We need to design and plan with nature.
From his beginnings as dean in 1971, Sir Peter Shepheard continued Perkins’ vision for a unified school of landscape architecture, architecture and planning. In 1977, Shepheard coordinated one of his most significant contributions to the University in the form of a master plan of Penn’s campus. In collaboration with Carol and Colin Franklin, Leslie and Rolf Sauer, Robert Hanna and Laurie Olin, and Narendra Juneja, the plan restored the campus landscape and saved it from decades of unchecked growth. McHarg did well under Shepheard’s leadership, continuing to grow the Regional Planning Department to the point that it became, for a time, more popular than the Landscape Architecture Department. McHarg also introduced a wider scope of research at the behest of the National Institute of Mental Health, incorporating more social sciences, ethology, ethnography and anthropology.
1974
- Nixon resigns, Gerald Ford, US Vice President, assumes presidency
- World population, 4 billion
- Best Picture: "The Godfather"

1975
- Microsoft founded
- Highest US unemployment since 1941
- Best Picture: "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest"

1976
- Jimmy Carter elected US President
- Viking 1 & II land on Mars
- Chairman Mao Tse-Tung dies
- Hansen’s Freeway Park
- Best Picture: "Rocky"

1977
- First personal computer sold
- Elvis Presley dies
- US Department of Energy established
- Best Picture: "Annie Hall"

1978
- Birth of first test tube baby
- Amoco Cadiz oil spill
- Shah of Iran imposes martial law

1979
- Three Mile Island nuclear disaster
- Iranian Revolution
- Second oil embargo
- Iranian hostage crisis begins
- Schwartz’s Bagel Garden

1980
- Ronald Reagan elected US President
- Mt. St. Helens erupts
- John Lennon assassinated
- Hargreaves’ Harlequin Plaza
- Noguchi’s California Scenario
- First known AIDS death

1981
- O’Connor first female on Supreme Court
- IBM introduces DOS language
- Serra’s “Tilted Arc”
- Duany and Plater-Zyberk’s Seaside
- “Landscape Journal” founded
- Kahn’s National Assembly of Bangladesh completed
- Lin’s Vietnam Veteran’s Memorial

1982
- First minivan sold
- US Embassy in Beirut bombed
- IBM computers now with hard drives
- Best Picture: "Terms of Endearment"

Landscape Development Plan for campus created
Lee Copeland becomes dean of the school
College Hall Green
With the arrival of Yehudi Cohen in 1971 and Dan Rose and Setha Low in 1974, the department entered a new era of social analysis. Social processes, personal interviews and mapping exercises began to be taught in core studios, and research into community life and social ideals added to the already rigorous scientific analysis that McHarg instituted throughout the department.

While McHarg’s method did not readily engage social phenomena, he respected the importance of the research and used the data in concurrence with mapping exercises.
In 1975, four students from the school, Carol Franklin, Colin Franklin, Leslie Sauer and Rolf Sauer, founded a landscape architecture firm based firmly in the ecological principles espoused by McHarg. They named their firm Andropogon, after a common field grass.

“Wherever the landscape has been disturbed, Andropogon is one of the first field grasses to colonize the ground, providing a cover for the gradual return of our native forests. The economy and elegance with which these grassy meadows heal the wounded landscape aptly describes Andropogon’s goal in ecological planning and design, to weave together the landscape of man and nature for the benefit of both.”

-Firm Philosophy, Andropogon

Today, Andropogon, led by Penn alumni José Almiñana and Yaki Miodovnik, continues to bring a rigorous ecological perspective to landscape architecture, enabling the practice to implement solutions and technologies that result in truly sustainable sites.
In 1976, Robert Hanna and Laurie Olin, both professors in the department, founded the landscape architecture and urban design studio of Hanna/Olin.

Hanna and Olin's design style influenced studios for decades at Penn and led to numerous award-winning projects within their firm, such as Bryant Park and Battery Park City in New York City, and the planning and design of Canary Wharf in London. In 1996, Hanna left the firm, which then became Olin Partnership and now is known simply as OLIN.

"OLIN is dedicated to affecting positive change through landscape architecture, urban design and planning. (We) are advocates for the artful creation and transformation of the public realm, and practice in a range of scales, including ecological and regional systems, urban districts, campuses, civic parks, plazas, and intimate gardens." - Firm Philosophy, OLIN
By the late 1970's, College Hall Green, the center of Penn's campus, was a maze of criss crossing dirt pathways and trampled mud patches. While the University had spent millions in the 1960's and 1970's on new buildings, it had neglected the landscape. Shepheard envisioned a “properly organized plan” that unified the campus, and solicited help from professors within the landscape architecture department, Carol and Colin Franklin, Leslie and Rolf Sauer (Andropogon), Robert Hanna and Laurie Olin (Hanna/Olin), and Narendra Juneja (WMRT), to create it.

“A plan is an instrument of growth and change. We avoid the term ‘master plan’, which connotes rigidity and finality, and use ‘development plan’, which implies orderly growth. Our aim is to define principles on which development can be based and which will allow, and even facilitate, changes of plan in future years.”

-Peter Shepheard, Introduction to the Landscape Development Plan
“Landscape architects are the poetic stewards of the environment and humanity.”
- Lucinda Reed Sanders, M.L.A. '81
Ed Hollander, Studio
Pennypack Wildlife Refuge, potential site habitats

[Diagram showing various habitats and species, such as trees, birds, and water bodies, indicating different environments suitable for wildlife.]
In 1984, McHarg set the stage for the future of the department with the re-introduction of computers. He had tried a computing system in 1969, but students were so turned off by the use of punchcards that he waited over a decade before bringing them back on a larger scale. The age of digital technology was welcomed at Penn, and computer analysis was soon a key part of the program. In 1986, as McHarg neared retirement age, the school selected Anne Whiston Spirn to succeed him as department chair. Spirn was a graduate of the program, and her work focused on the synthesis of nature and the city. She worked for five years at WMRT with McHarg and Juneja before leaving to teach at Harvard and to focus on writing her book, “The Granite Garden” in 1984, a prescient volume that recognized the importance of urban ecology for city design. Spirn continued to pursue her research through the establishment of the West Philadelphia Landscape Project in 1987, which utilized students and studios at Penn to explore how to rebuild communities and restore urban nature in synergistic ways, laying the groundwork for the city’s landmark Green City, Clean Water program today. In 1990, McHarg became the first landscape architect to receive the National Medal of Arts.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Human receives baboon heart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apple launches Macintosh computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tschumi’s Parc de la Villette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spirn’s “The Granite Garden”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Hole in ozone layer discovered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>US debt largest in world, $130 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.1 magnitude earthquake in Mexico City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The SWA Group’s William Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DeWalt and Sessions’ “Deep Ecology”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Chernobyl reactor meltdown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Iran-Contra controversy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Space Shuttle Challenger accident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>Last CA condor trapped, sent to zoo for breeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>World population, 5 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Van Gogh’s “Innis” sells for $49 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>George H. W. Bush elected US President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gorbachev becomes last USSR President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hawking’s “A Brief History of Time”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deconstructionism begins at MoMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Best Picture “Rain Man”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Exxon Valdez oil spill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.9 magnitude earthquake in San Francisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Berlin Wall falls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LM Pelt’s Louise renovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Nelson Mandela freed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hubble telescope launched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gulf War begins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Best Picture “Dances with Wolves”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Gulf War ends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>World Wide Web publicly launched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cold War ends, USSR dissolves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Potsdamer Platz competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Latz’s Duisburg Nord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Bill Clinton elected US President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Los Angeles riots over King beating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Convention on Biological Diversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>West 8’s Schouwbergplein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Olm’s Bryant Park renovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Waco, Texas standoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Congress of New Urbanism begins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MVVA’s Hill Race Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Best Picture “Schindler’s List”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sketching in LandscapeDrawing class</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Computers reintroduced in the Department of Landscape Architecture
Anne Whiston Spirn becomes chair of the department
McHarg receives National Medal of Arts
Lawrence Halprin gives life’s work to Penn Architectural Archive
Patricia Conway becomes dean of the school
Dana Tomlin becomes interim department chair

Patricia Conway becomes dean of the school
Dana Tomlin becomes interim department chair
Anne Whiston Spirn becomes chair of the department

Computers reintroduced in the Department of Landscape Architecture

Computers reintroduced in the Department of Landscape Architecture
“There is reason to believe that the forthcoming year will be a landmark...the school has purchased computer hardware and software to the value of $500,000...The centerpiece of this hardware is an Intergraph II-751 CPU and three Intergraph Workstations.

The workstation has two screens, one color, the other black and white. Soil properties, depth to water tables can be compared to vegetation in a hydric to xeric gradient. Geology can be displayed and compared to elevation, contours can be superimposed on either or both...There are limits to the number of students who can use a single workstation. However, as there are three workstations...it should be possible to arrange instruction.” - Ian McHarg, Letter to faculty

“(McHarg) argued loudly with other professors for the first computer system Penn would purchase - a million dollar Intergraph, as yet untested, and he won, and he was right (although he discovered that his layer cake method would come up completely black, unreadable).” - Heidi Misslbeck, M.L.A. 1987
“My years at Penn pursuing my degree were like a bridge, between one set of ideals and another. The modern and the decidedly post-modern.” - William C. Hartman III, M.L.A. 1989
Multi-colored maps of the Delaware River Basin (DRB), some many feet long, hung from the walls of the gallery on the ground floor of Meyerson Hall. It was September 1970, my first day of graduate school in Penn’s Department of Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning. To the uninitiated, the maps on display, with no explanatory text, were bewildering and overwhelming. They documented research by students from the three preceding years, DRB I-III. We were to be DRB IV. Over the next three years, we learned to interpret and compose such maps and to employ them to read, plan, and design the landscape. The biome, the physiographic region, and the river basin were the context for our studies, augmented by an ethnographic approach to understanding and engaging the communities who lived there. Ours was the first class to work with anthropologists to study and map social and cultural processes and to explore their interplay with natural processes. We learned the fundamental importance to design of natural and social processes and how to work across multiple landscape scales from garden to region. Our class rode into Penn on the wave of the environmental movement: Earth Day and the Clean Air Act in 1970; the Clean Water and Coastal Zone Management acts in 1972. In 1970, the department’s regional planning students way outnumbered the landscape architects, but, together, we were primed to change the world.

We landscape architects were not uncritical, however. Our first-year studio, which focused primarily on large-scale landscape analysis and planning, prompted a confrontation: “We want design.” The sites for our second-year and third-year design studios were primarily rural and suburban; “What about the city?” Some of us pursued answers through independent courses. Heidi Cooke Shusterman and I, for example, did our thesis on Powelton Reflection.
Village, in which we explored issues of nature, community, and urban design. Earlier, when Heidi and I had tried to enroll in David Wallace’s urban design studio, Ian strode into that studio, hauled us out, and marched us back into his own class, which focused on planning for Woodlands New Community outside Houston, Texas. That turned out well for me. At the end of the semester, I went to Wallace McHarg Roberts & Todd (WMRT) to work on Woodlands. WMRT was an extension of the department: faculty and students shuttled between school and office; ideas were explored in classes, then applied in professional projects that advanced the profession, such as Woodlands, Sanibel, and Pardisan. That synergy between school and practice is present in “Design with Nature”, where McHarg uses both studio work and office projects to make his argument. The book was required reading in universities, and it was also an effective marketing tool for WMRT. During the recession of the mid 1970s, when most offices were laying off staff, “Design with Nature” was attracting new clients. By then, my work at WMRT was shifting from resorts and new towns to cities and urban regions. A project on the natural resources of the Toronto waterfront revealed the substantial information that existed about urban nature and demonstrated how right we students had been in our demand for an ecological urbanism.

Three years at Penn and five years at WMRT provided the foundation for my work ever since and raised questions that have driven my practice, research, and teaching. What is ecological design? What are its methods and historical precedents? What could urban ecological design be? My first book, “The Granite Garden: Urban Nature and Human Design” (1984) was an initial response, but it raised further questions. What are the poetics of ecological design? How can ecological design and planning address social injustice as well as environmental quality? My research and my courses at Harvard and Penn explored these questions. The answers I discovered, and my students’ struggles to build a bridge between analysis and design, inspired my second book, “The Language of Landscape” (1998).

When I returned to Penn as chair in 1986, there were substantial challenges, including a declining student body and an enormous annual deficit. We had a wonderful faculty, including most of my own teachers, but the landscape architects among them, apart from Ian and myself, had busy professional practices and were teaching part-time. Others, such as Laurie Olin, had departed. Narendra Juneja, who had been so instrumental in shaping the department since the early 1960s, had died in 1981, leaving a tremendous gap. The curriculum was sound in some areas, but ossified in others. The site for the second-year landscape architecture studio (LARP 602), for example, had not changed in fourteen years: “Please let me change that site. I’m sick of it!” John Collins pleaded. An inspiring teacher, his skills were confined by repetition. Maps presented in LARP 501, the first-year landscape planning studio, portrayed landscape as a set of static features without representing the natural and cultural processes that shaped those features. The maps resembled ones produced in the early 70s, despite Narendra’s innovations of the mid-70s, where he had experimented with mapping and drawing methods that made vividly legible the connections between form and process. The task was to renew the curriculum in ways that strengthened Penn’s ecological design and planning tradition.

From 1986 to 1990, we introduced new courses in history, theory, and representation, many of which were coordinated with studios, both required and elective. From 1986, I taught a module on “Poetics of Landscape” in LARP 501, in which students produced a graphic expression of the character of the site they then knew from analyzing from the perspective of science. A faculty search yielded three new hires for fall 1987: Kathryn Gleason (as assistant professor), James Corner (as full-time lecturer), and Gary Smith (as part-time adjunct). We also greatly expanded the size of the student body. The incoming class in fall 1987 was larger than the second- and third-year students combined. That class and the one that followed in fall 1988 were like a force of nature.
They demanded change, their energy propelled it, and their accomplishments demonstrated the significance and value of the changes they inspired. The transformation in substance and style of drawing, for example, was dramatic. In fall 1988, students in Jim Corner's class in landscape representation produced extraordinary drawings and applied these new skills to their work for the 601 design studio, "The Garden." During an exhibit of student work, architecture students clustered around the drawings, fascinated. This marked the beginning of innovations in representation led by Corner and by Anuradha Mathur, when she was a student and, later, a faculty member. My own writing during this time ("Landscape Design Theory at Penn" and "The Poetics of City and Nature: Toward a New Aesthetic for Urban Design") laid out a vision for the landscape architecture curriculum, which charted the direction for changes from 1986 into the early 90s.

In 1988, Lawrence Halprin and I began a series of conversations about landscape architecture education. "You academics," Larry would say, "you are creating followers, not leaders." What would he advise? "First of all, every landscape architecture student should know how to design a building. Otherwise, they will always be subservient to architects. And they must be taught by a master." With this in mind, I invited the Australian architect Glenn Murcutt, a master of ecological design, to teach a studio. He challenged students to apply their understanding of natural processes to the design of a small building, and they produced extraordinary work. Glenn was appointed Adjunct Professor of Landscape Architecture in 1990, for a five-year term. Later, he would win the Alvar Aalto Medal and the Pritzker Prize, but it was in our department that he gave his first lectures and classes in the US. Out-of-town practitioners like Murcutt could not leave their practice for more than a few weeks, and there were no funds to pay for multiple trips back and forth. For several years, practitioners from around the country and the world taught a succession of three-week studios in the spring. During that time, they focused wholly on teaching, and, in order to eliminate the expenses of room and board, they stayed with my family. During Mario Sjetnan's stay we greatly expanded our collection of Mexican recipes and spices! While such out-of-town practitioners spiked up studios and social life, local practitioners were an invaluable mainstay for semester-long and six-week studios, as well as other courses. Robert Hanna, Anthony Walsmeyer, Carol Franklin, and Leslie Sauer continued to be influential; but, by 1986, they were teaching part-time, as was Peter Shepheard, who came from England to teach a six-week studio every fall and spring.

Meanwhile, my conversations with Halprin on landscape, process, form, and education continued. Would he give a series of workshops at Penn? Yes, but only if he could have the students' full attention. In fall 1989, Larry spent several days at Penn and conducted an all-day workshop. Would he teach a studio? Later that year, he came back with a proposal that would cost the department nothing. There was a client whose project in Pennsylvania was too small for Halprin's office to undertake, but what if a group of students did so under his guidance, with the client paying all expenses, including Larry's fee? In spring 1990, Larry came to Penn at the beginning of the term for a field trip and to block out the semester's program, at the midpoint for a review, and at the end for a final review. Every week, the students sent him their work via FedEx; he reviewed it, then conferred with them the next day. The previous fall, Larry had broached the subject of a home for his archives. Over the course of his studio visits, we discussed this further, and Julia Converse, director of Penn's Architectural Archives, worked her magic. At the end of his studio's final review, Halprin expressed his delight with the students' work and announced his decision to give his archives to Penn. Bringing the Halprin archives to Penn was a momentous occasion, but what about the archives of our own department? Returning to Penn in 1986 sparked my memory of the DRB maps that had hung in the gallery on
my first day in 1970. Where were they? In a storage room on the third floor of Meyerson Hall, where drawings had been piled helter-skelter and were slated to be tossed out. Rummaging through piles several feet deep, I found them, along with maps and drawings of my class and others. A student catalogued them, and off they went into the archives. A few years later, when we ran out of filing space in the office, the director of University Archives accepted a drawerful of files dating back to the department’s early days into the university’s collections. There were course syllabi, memos, and notes of meetings in Ian’s distinctive hand. Not all archives were on paper, however. Peter Shepheard was a living archive, as was Ian. In the early 1970s, Peter gave a lecture series each semester on “Light,” “Water,” “Plants,” and similar topics. He agreed to repeat them in a 1987 public lecture series. The lectures packed the hall and were captured on video.

Ian emphasized invention over precedent. Apart from Anthony Walmsley’s history class, the curriculum in landscape architecture at Penn from the 1960s through the 1970s was ahistorical, offering no introduction to, or comparison among, alternative approaches to landscape design and planning. When he returned from sabbatical in 1987, Ian and I talked about the department’s past and its future. Recordings of these conversations provided background for “Ian McHarg, Landscape Architecture, and Environmentalism,” one of several essays that I wrote to document the contributions of Penn to design and planning history, theory, and education. Other essays include “Renewing the Great Tradition: Urban Nature and Human Design,” “The Authority of Nature: Conflict and Confusion in Landscape Architecture,” and “Peter Shepheard and Teaching: To See, Tell, Design, and Build.”

The renewal of the landscape architecture curriculum was well underway by 1988, but the regional planning program represented a much greater challenge. In 1986, there were only a handful of regional planning students, with an incoming class of three students. Regional planning (or landscape planning) was a major interest of many faculty. Ian and Nick Muhlenburg were still teaching in the department into the early 1990s, as were natural scientists Bob Giegengack, Arthur Johnson, and James Thorne. In 1991, Dana Tomlin joined the faculty and established what would later become the Cartographic Modeling Laboratory. Despite this eminent faculty, the department’s efforts to recruit more regional planners did not succeed. In 1992, when the school proposed that LARP and City and Regional Planning combine forces to offer a joint program in regional planning, Ian and Nick warned that this was a move designed to take away regional planning from our department. Unfortunately, these were right. Several years later, after my term as chairman, “regional planning” was stripped from the name of our department.

Ian’s retirement in 1991 posed by far the most difficult challenge for me, personally. From the time he returned from sabbatical in 1988 until his mandatory retirement in 1991, Ian was a supportive partner and a positive force, and during that period, he taught twice as many courses as he had while he had been chairman. At the time, retirement at age 70 was mandated by federal law. I had managed to negotiate half-time teaching salary for him, but not full-time (the other half would have swallowed the department’s discretionary budget for part-time teaching, which we relied on to staff studios and other required courses). Ian’s anger and despair at the forced retirement were grievous; they affected the entire department and intensified conflicts among faculty about the nature of ecological design.

When I arrived at Penn in 1986, Ian asked if I planned to turn the department into a program on urban ecology. “No,” I laughed. But, in 1987, I did embark on an ambitious action research program – the West Philadelphia Landscape Project (WPLP) – which, for the past quarter century, has integrated all that I learned at Penn and has been a vehicle for teaching others about landscape literacy and ecological design and planning. WPLP deals with vexing problems that are usually
treated separately, such as vacant urban land, polluted water, and troubled public schools, and views them, instead, as opportunities for integrated solutions rather than disconnected liabilities. It combines top-down and bottom-up approaches, involving dozens of organizations and hundreds of individuals, including groups who rarely work together such as inner-city residents, middle-school children, university students, and municipal water engineers. A key proposal of the project is to manage the watershed as part of a broad approach to improving regional water quality and as a strategy to secure funds to rebuild inner-city neighborhoods. From 1987-2000, WPLP employed dozens of Penn students as research assistants and in studios and workshops; since 2000, it has involved students at MIT and Harvard. Students have explored innovative strategies for water management, created new visions for Mill Creek’s buried floodplain, and presented their ideas to the city, which inspired and contributed to the revolution in water-quality management represented by Philadelphia’s billion-dollar “green” infrastructure project, Green City, Clean Water. “Restoring Mill Creek: Landscape Literacy, Environmental Justice, and City Planning and Design” tells part of this story. The ongoing work continues to bring me back to Philadelphia and keeps me mindful of the debt I owe to my teachers, colleagues, and former students at Penn.
Ignacio F. Bunster-Ossa, M.L.A. ’79
on Anne Whiston Spirn, M.L.A. ’74

The world today has become urbanized. Cities are now humanity’s habitat of choice. How this habitat functions ecologically to the benefit of people and wildlife cannot be overstated as a concern for urban planners and designers. To this central question, the contribution of Anne Whiston Spirn stands as a monument; for its far-reaching scope, to be sure; but more important as a marker, a guidepost for the profession to follow. When “The Granite Garden” was published in 1984, the United States was experiencing massive suburbanization. Much of this development was enabled by environmental regulations that protected sensitive natural resources, such as wetlands. The effect was the creation of a ‘green’ development mosaic that sustained for millions of homebuyers the perception that a healthy living environment could only exist away from urban centers. The title of Anne’s book alone redirected the perception towards core urban areas, providing a critical, as well as technical, understanding of how cities could - and should - become as healthy as any exurban locale. In doing so, Anne pointed the way towards a sustainable future long before sustainability entered the professional lexicon. Her ideas about urban ecology made Anne the recipient of the Cosmos Prize, the only landscape architect thus far to merit such recognition. “The Granite Garden” has since served as a foundation for new vital strands of practice, such as Landscape Urbanism.

Of equal, if not greater value, has been Anne’s focus upon the social standing of urban areas, specifically as related to the oft ignored relationship between urban change and community well-being. The West Philadelphia Landscape Project, to which Anne has dedicated more than two decades of study, stands as a unique and essential example. The work tracks the historical change of an impoverished watershed, shedding light on the human and economic impacts stemming from an ignored ecology - but also the promise embedded in its potential restoration. Anne’s work in West Philadelphia served to highlight for city officials the need to consider the management of stormwater as a vital ecological resource and positive source of community health. The City of Philadelphia Division of Watersheds took note of Anne’s work and consulted with her, leading ultimately to the preparation and adoption of the globally acclaimed Clean City/Green Water program - the nation’s first to bank heavily on green infrastructure to meet federal water quality mandates. As a planner and landscape architect, Anne was preoccupied with the ecological health of cities and well-being of disadvantaged communities at a time when prominent academics and practitioners were not. Her emphasis on the poetics of design as an integral aspect of urban health, too, preceded mainstream practice. This was the focus of her second master work, “The Language of Landscape.” Taken together as a related body of work, “The Granite Garden”, The West Philadelphia Landscape Project and “The Language of Landscape” have no equal in the value and significance to the city-building professions.
In the late 1980’s, Spirn, Corner and others began to more deeply explore representation and process, in studios, elective courses and in their own practices. They challenged students to rethink and redefine landscape drawing.

“The ‘pleasure’ of landscape cannot be put into words - it is unspoken. Landscapes are inhabited - they are inherently kinetic, a dynamic continuum writhing with unexpected moments and concealed dramas.” - Course Description, Representation and Landscape, James Corner

Anuradha Mathur, Studio
Winterthur Garden and Estate

Alan Berger,
Representation and Landscape

1988
1990
During Spirn’s tenure, she brought a number of notable landscape architects and architects to teach at the department, such as Lawrence Halprin and Glenn Murcutt.

While at Penn, Halprin was so impressed with the quality of the architectural archive, that in 1990 he agreed to donate his entire life’s work to the University upon his death.

This was a monumental moment for the school. Not only is Halprin legendary in the field of landscape architecture, but his body of work is unprecedented in size.

His donation to the archive consisted of 800 linear feet of records; 45,000 drawings; 141 notebooks; 155,000 color slides; 60,000 photographic images; and dozens of models, scrapbooks, and films.
In 1987, Spirn launched The West Philadelphia Landscape Project (WPLP), “a landmark of urban design and design education, environmental sustainability, and community engagement”.

- West Philadelphia Landscape Project, Anne Whiston Spirn

In 1991, Spirn published the research, design and analysis of the project, in hopes of promoting large scale landscape planning for both stormwater mitigation and also as a community development tool. WPLP promotes vacant lot reclamation through community design build efforts and has proved, over a 25 year period, the impacts that lot improvements can have on both city infrastructure and community cohesion and identity. Philadelphia’s landmark Green City, Clean Water program is based on the work of WPLP, and Spirn continues to develop the project through studios and research at MIT.
1994 saw a shift as Spirn became the Director of the Urban Studies Program at Penn and John Dixon Hunt, who brought a reputation as perhaps the world’s leading theorist and historian of landscape architecture, became chair of the department. Between 1994 and 1999, under Hunt’s leadership, the faculty began significant explorations in the collaboration between design and theory, placing the school at the forefront of critical design thinking. In 2000, James Corner was named the new chair of the Department. Under his leadership and tenure, the department continued to advance contemporary ideas in theory, with renewed emphasis on ecology, technology, digital media, and urbanism. Both Hunt and Corner’s commitment to advancing design dialogue across the international community has established the department as a center of global discourse and practice. Also in 2000, McHarg received the renowned Japan Prize in planning and Hunt was appointed as Chevalier des Arts et des Lettres in France. In 2001, Spirn was awarded the prestigious International Cosmos Prize for a lifetime of ecological achievement. In 2003, as a reflection of the broader scope of the school, the name was changed from Graduate School of Fine Arts to simply School of Design.
**1994**
- Mandela elected president of South Africa
- Magnitude 6.7 earthquake in Los Angeles
- Hunt’s “Gardens and the Picturesque” - Monal and Pinto’s Iquilla Cemetery
- Best Picture “Forest Gump”

**1995**
- Oklahoma City bombing
- O.J. Simpson trial
- Fighting escalates in Bosnia & Croatia
- Lin’s Wave Field
- Best Picture “Braveheart”

**1996**
- Outbreak of Mad Cow disease
- First cloned sheep “Dolly”
- Talibon seize Kabul
- Comer’s “Taking Measure Across the American Landscape”

**1997**
- Kyoto protocol signed
- Hong Kong returns to China
- Gehry’s Guggenheim Bilbao
- Hadid’s POM Memorial
- Best Picture “Titanic”

**1998**
- Lewinsky scandal, Clinton impeachment trial
- India and Pakistan do nuclear tests
- Spinx’s “The Language of Landscape”
- Hunt’s Getty Central Garden
- “Citizen Kane” nominated best film ever

**1999**
- Columbine High School shooting
- Y2K crisis
- World population, 6 billion
- Comer’s “Recovering Landscape”
- Downsview Park competition

**2000**
- George W. Bush elected US President
- Human genome deciphered
- Gehry’s “Across, the Open Field”
- FOA’s Yokohama Terminal
- Schwartz’s Exchange Square

**2001**
- September 11th attacks on World Trade Center
- War in Afghanistan begins
- Mathur and da Cunha’s “Mississippi Floods”
- Weller/Sitta’s “Garden of Australian Dreams”
- Fresh Kills competition
- Department of Homeland Security created
- Enron scandal
- Best Picture “Chicago”

**2002**
- Space Shuttle Columbia accident
- Iraq War begins
- Oldest light in the Universe ‘captured’
- Best Picture “The Lord of the Rings”

**2003**
- Modal making for Studio 501

**John Dixon Hunt** becomes chair of the department
- Patricia Conway resigns as dean of the school
- Malcolm Campbell becomes interim dean

**Gary Hack** becomes dean of the school

**James Corner** becomes chair of the department
- McIang receives the Japan Prize
- Hunt appointed as Chevalier des Arts
- Spinx awarded the Cosmos Prize

**Graduate School of Fine Arts** becomes School of Design
As I assumed the chairmanship, what seemed useful was to ensure that there was a wider intellectual range, with more historical and theoretical emphasis (history of ideas, especially). I was also keen to see that more Ph.D. work was done, and that as a school we developed good contacts with other schools. Landscape architecture requires both a detailed and professional approach to design with its related pragmatic needs (what any accreditation requires); yet it also needs to situate itself in a culture where it can be seen and understood by others outside the field. There are some uncertainties about where the profession wants to go, and more superficially, what it wants to call itself; it needs, and is gaining, a considerable role in the urban design field. It still needs to explain itself better for audiences beyond the profession, for landscape architecture must learn to speak to a wider, non-professional audience; this is hard, as many within the profession want (perhaps understandably) to talk only to themselves and for their greater academic advancement. What I enjoyed at Penn as a historian was getting to know the scope and dynamics of the field, and learning to situate myself therein; encouraging a few (too few, alas) Ph.D.s in the field, including at least one from art history; helping to see landscape architecture as a topic that had wider repercussions beyond the department, with better contacts in architecture, historical preservation, and fine arts, and myself belonging to groups in comparative literature, Italian studies and art history.
James Corner on John Dixon Hunt

“You have constructed an almost unassailable argument that the specificity of sites lies at the very core of any significant works of landscape architecture. In this vein, you have elaborated on key concepts such as the ‘genius of the place,’ ‘reading and writing the site,’ ‘place-making as an art of milieu,’ ‘site mediation,’ and the nesting of ‘three natures’ wherein the garden is a concentration and focusing of its larger surroundings. A close reading of a particular site’s specific attributes – its history, its various representations, its context and its potentials – conspires to inform a new project that is in some way an intensification and enrichment of place. You have written, ‘The garden will contain a concentration of the qualities and affects of the larger locality.’ Every site is unique, an accumulation of local forces over time, and so, you argue, any significant design response must in some way interpret, extend and amplify this potential within its specific context. Averse to universal and stylistic approaches to design, you quite rightly demand inventive originality with regard to specific circumstance.

The combination of physical, material places with cultural ideas points to the unity of theory with practice, of design with reception, of experience with intellect, all dialogues that we strive for in the best of our work. That such experiences might also haunt our imaginations is perhaps the highest calling of art, and in gardens, as John has so eloquently taught us, we might find the greatest perfections.”

- Speech on the occasion of John Dixon Hunt’s retirement
In 1996, Spirn introduced a new element into her studios, requiring all of her students to be proficient in GIS and web authoring. All work was published online, creating a database of solutions in stormwater management that were easily accessible to those outside of the school.
Throughout the late 1990’s, Hunt encouraged professors and lecturers to broadly define the field of landscape architecture. Spirn, along with Hanna, continued explorations in urban processes, while Franklin and Sauer brought their experience in practice to real world studio problems. Corner consistently blurred the lines in his studios between landscape and urbanism, at one point asking students to redesign all of Philadelphia, and new professors such as Anuradha Mathur and Dilip da Cunha pushed the boundaries of representation and theory.

Hunt also brought internationally renowned designers such as Paolo Bürgi, Barnard Lassus and Peter Latz to the department, supporting them and others in exploring studio problems around the world.
In 1999, Corner partnered with Stan Allen on a competition entry for Downsview Park Toronto. Many viewed the competition as a turning point for the design of urban parks. All five finalists shared a theme of frameworks that allowed the site to evolve over time. The entries are often pointed to as examples of landscape urbanism.

Shortly thereafter, Corner formed Field Operations and in 2001 submitted a proposal for the Fresh Kills competition, a redevelopment of a former landfill site on Staten Island. The competition entry was revolutionary in its thinking, proposing a thirty year plan to transform a barren wasteland of garbage into a system of creeks, wetlands and meadows.

Field Operations has since grown to become an international practice with many Penn alumni, including principals Tatiana Choulika (M.L.A. ’88), Lisa Switkin (M.L.A. ’00), Karen Tamir (M.L.A. ’00), Hong Zhou (M.L.A. ’01), Sarah Weidner Astheimer (M.L.A. ’04), Tsutomu Bessho (M.L.A. ’05), and Isabel Castilla (M.L.A. ’07).
I arrived at Penn Design (then the Graduate School of Fine Arts) nearly 30 years ago – August 1984. The great man, Ian McHarg himself, picked me up at the airport in his truck and dropped me at my new digs. I was impressed with McHarg’s generosity of spirit and his absolute dedication to the field and to the school. As I then became immersed in the Masters program, McHarg continued to astound with his larger-than-life presence, passionate energy and vision. I must have re-read “Design with Nature” five or six times in that first year! McHarg had inaugurated a whole new landscape project, one that broached all scales and disciplines.

During that time though, toward the end of McHarg’s long tenure as chair, the program seemed to be losing steam; more the repetition of an over-rehearsed ideology and curriculum that was becoming dogmatic and formulaic. The original imagination and impetus that originally propelled McHarg’s project had somehow calcified or become exhausted. The environmental moral imperative remained the same, but the means and methods limited critical innovation and creativity.

After McHarg’s amazing 30 year run as chair, he stepped down and was replaced by Anne Whiston Spirn in 1986. She wanted to change things, focus more on design, and bring criticism and poetics in to balance the science. She hired me to teach drawing, representation, and core design studios. It was daring of her to do so as I had earned a bit of a reputation for being too experimental, too avant-garde or too much of an instigator. I certainly had the naïveté of youth, but also the drive to help advance design creativity, and Anne was a strong supporter. Some of those early years were extremely creative and significant for me and for the department more broadly. Visual representation, as well as imaging as a source of creativity, became my main interest, together with design theory and criticism. This
techniques to take on the complexly layered medium of the city – including some revamped tools from McHarg. If Penn’s landscape architects could work not only with traditional forms of landscape and public space, but also become sufficiently competent to help orchestrate the complex ecologies of the city, including built urban form and infrastructure, then perhaps there might be an even greater scope and relevance for the field more broadly.

In this regard, it was important to me that we encourage and teach leadership skills, with all of the initiative and energy that requires, as well as broaching the challenges of working internationally, in geographies and contexts quite different to our own. We took students to places where a landscape approach to urbanism might be especially applicable in the context of rapid urbanization and radical cultural shifts – places such as Rio de Janeiro, Beijing, Mumbai, Caracas and Morocco – and we looked at other more developed cities for their various design achievements and radical urban overhauls – Barcelona, Paris, London and Copenhagen, for example. I like to think that the past 15 or so years at Penn has produced some of our most sophisticated graduates - skilled in design, critically aware of broader historical and current cultural issues, technically proficient, and professionally ambitious with regard to the kind of work they want to be a part of.

Now, nearly 100 years since the program’s inception, Richard Weller has assumed the chair and promises yet another distinctive and important chapter in our story – one confronting global urbanization, ecological challenges and cultural difference, as well as charting new directions for design and critical agendas. I am excited about the next decade and beyond at Penn. Weller is the perfect complement and leader for our particular faculty, and together we offer sufficient diversity of interest and approach, as well as shared focus and purpose.

During my own tenure as chair, beginning in 2000, I wanted to continue many of the good things we had developed over the past few years, and place an even greater focus even upon design, digital media and urbanism. Urban design in particular became a focus simply because there was such a desperate need to re-think approaches toward urbanism given global growth and rapid processes of urbanization. Landscape provided not only a good lens for looking at urbanization, but also a good set of tools and
from closely related subjects such as ecology, geography, history, engineering, urban planning, architecture and painting, but also from less obvious disciplines such as literature, film, anthropology, cultural criticism, biology and sociology. At the same time, we are careful to pay close attention to the content of our own discipline - its history, ideas, design techniques, construction and technology.

We have always been committed ultimately to practice, to making a difference in how the world is shaped, made and lived.

In all of this, however, there is one ingredient that I feel we need to not forget. Indeed, this may be the one thing we need to better understand and nurture. For lack of a better term, I would call this the landscape imagination, or more precisely, practices of the imagination. That is, the capacity to imagine landscape in all of its full plenitude and richness, and at the same time the capacity to imagine and project it otherwise. As a medium, landscape (like its corollary “nature”) can be filled with habits and conventions - many of them useful and relevant, but others restrictive and limited. When confronted with any new project, the main limiting factor is our own imagination. And if not the imagination per-se, then the capacity to actually project that vision forward into a built and performative reality is almost certainly a limit. Whether ecology, history, place-making, sustainability or urbanism - or whatever one’s particular focus might be - the main challenge with the landscape medium lies not only in technical and comprehensive proficiency, but also with broader imaginative practices - practices that extend a project beyond its already known limits.

Design schools and studios are perhaps the best place we have for exploring the landscape imagination and for developing new ideas, techniques, procedures and practices that might body forth new forms of landscape project; but not only new forms - new consequences, effects and programs. Penn’s landscape project has a great legacy, and has taken many guises over the years, but now is the time to look forward and help to evolve that project into something of even greater scope, efficacy and imaginative depth.
Richard Weller on James Corner

James Corner’s intellectual impact began in the early 1990s with two essays in Landscape Journal. “Discourse on Theory 1: Sounding the Depths – Origins, Theory and Representation” provided a useful cursory history of the philosophy of science as a way of contextualising landscape architecture’s own narratives. “Discourse on Theory 2: Three Tyrannies of Contemporary Theory and the Alternative of Hermeneutics” went on to outline a contemporary philosophy of landscape design based on, and borrowing from, hermeneutics, the study of textual interpretation. These papers brought together wide ranging interests in how history, art, design method and poetics related to landscape architecture toward the close of the 20th century. They crystallised some of the deepest (and largely repressed) artistic and intellectual ambitions of landscape architecture at the time.

Then in order to ‘see’ the landscape McHarg had implored us to ‘steward’, Corner takes flight with the celebrated aerial photographer, Alex Maclean. In the resultant “Taking Measures Across the American Landscape” (1996) he documents a beguiling beauty in the sprawling, denatured world below and starts making his own maps from aerial images and associated fragments of data. In a related essay “The Agency of Mapping: Speculation, Critique and Invention” (1999) he explains that instead of the accepted landscape architectural formula that defers design until after the data is collected, the entire process of collecting, assembling and inter-relating data, is creative.

Around the same time in a daring and wide ranging essay entitled “Ecology and Landscape as Agents of Creativity”, he turns to the question that has been so central to Penn’s intellectual life; how ecology and creativity can mutually inform the design process. Corner’s answer is that human creativity and ecosystems share the same tendency toward the increased “differentiation, freedom, and richness of a diversely interacting whole”. With this he moves beyond judgement over the loss of nature and opens out to a landscape of coevolving systems requiring design intelligence so as to maximise both cultural and ecological potential.

In his edited volume “Recovering Landscapes” (1999) – a book which did much to reaffirm landscape architecture as a serious cultural endeavour - his frustration with landscape’s prelapsarian inclinations and its infrastructural impotence is palpable. To alter this he embraces contemporary urbanism and through various essays in the late 90’s and early 2000s he explains ways in which landscape architecture could play a more powerful role in the making of the city.

In the vast and disorienting atmosphere of post modern thought James Corner’s writings served as a lightening rod for the discipline. Corner, I think uniquely, seemed to be able to discuss the landscape architectural project through, and not in spite of the broader cultural milieu of postmodern thought. Without banging on the empty drum of stewardship and sustainability, he could nonetheless present the landscape project in exalted terms, inspiring a generation of students to be more erudite, more artful and more ambitious.

In 2001, professors Mathur and da Cunha released “Mississippi Floods: Designing a Shifting Landscape”, a synthesis of eight years spent exploring the Mississippi River, through maps and photographs, in stories and by canoe. They questioned how representation of the river has defined our perception of it, and how new ways of seeing could change our relationship to our environment. This ideology was also the basis of their teachings at Penn.

“The environment is fast ceasing to be just our ‘surrounds’ that bears the impact of human activity and manifest such impact in what are called ‘environmental/ecological problems’ that preoccupy designers and planners. It is increasingly becoming a ‘place of debate’, an arena for critiquing, explaining, interpreting and inventing nature.”

-Nature and Environment, Course outline, Dilip da Cunha
Corner, a prolific writer, designer and educator, took the department and the profession to new heights during his time as chair. He surrounded himself with a staff of likeminded urbanists and thinkers that continue to set the tone of the department today. 2007 was a tumultuous year as the financial crisis caused a massive decline in construction projects, leaving many firms to severely cut back or shutter entirely. In 2008, Marilyn Jordan Taylor became dean of the School of Design. Taylor established herself through a 35-year career at Skidmore Owings & Merrill LLP, where she was the first woman to serve as chair of the firm. She was also the first architect and the first woman to serve as chair of the Urban Land Institute, a non-profit research and educational institution. In 2010, the Sixth European Biennial unanimously named the department as the best program in landscape architecture in the world, based on the dynamic nature of the problems posed in the studios and the breadth of design work in scale, scope and location. Corner officially stepped down as department chair in December 2012, leaving a century of landscape design and education in the hands of his successor, Richard Weller.
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"I remember approaching Corner as an architecture student who just realized that landscape architecture was what I was interested in. He said that architects may be actors but that landscape architects are directors, who guide processes to design and affect change." - Jill Desimini, M.L.A. 2005
Youngjoon Choi, Studio 701
Living Pixel, completed in 2008, received Arch Prix Prize in 2011
Rebecca Fuchs, Keya Kunte, and Kimberly Cooper, Studio 702

Seeding Stability: A Strategy for Relocation and Reorganization in a Medellin Barrio, ASLA Honor Prize 2008

Nantawan Sirisup, Studio 701

2008
In 2009, the first phase of the High Line, designed by James Corner Field Operations, in partnership with architects Diller Scofidio + Renfro and planting designer Piet Oudolf, opened to the public. Once an abandoned rail line, it is now a vibrant elevated park, visited by over 4 million people per year.

“When I was at Penn, I remember sneaking onto the overgrown, undeveloped High Line with my classmates and exploring the urban wilderness.” - Heather Ring, M.L.A. 2005
Johanna Barthmaier, Studio 702
Tempelhof Wasserpark, ASLA Award of Excellence 2011
Meghan Storm, Studio 702
Off the Reservation: A Seed for Change, ASLA Honor Award 2012
2012
In the face of ecological apocalypse one needn’t be ashamed of feeling incapacitated, but for landscape architects the situation is more acute because we, unlike any other profession I am aware of, repeatedly say that we are able to do something about it. To wit: in a letter to the New York Times in 1924, Robert Wheelwright, co-founder and co-editor of Landscape Architecture Magazine, a practicing landscape architect and the first director of the program of landscape architecture at Penn, wrote: “There is but one profession whose main objective has been to co-ordinate the works of man with preexistent nature and that is landscape architecture.” Devoting his entire career to this very idea, Ian McHarg said it was our imperative to be “stewards of the biosphere - to green the earth, restore the earth [and] heal the earth.” In 1984 his successor Anne Whiston Spirn concluded “The Granite Garden” with the edict that the redesign of the city was not just a matter of aesthetics and economics: the very survival of the human race was at stake. And introducing a new compendium of his own writings, James Corner declares that landscape architecture can provide “…the very bedrock, matrix and framework upon which a city can thrive sustainably with nature…”

James Lovelock has said that he would sooner expect a goat to become a gardener than humans to become stewards of the world. But with atmospheric carbon concentration now over 400 parts per million, a global
population expected to peak at 10 billion this century and an ecosystem in triage, it would seem we have no choice but to engage in stewardship. Lovelock has also written that what we need are doctors of planetary medicine. McHarg of course provided the diagnosis and the remedy, but the world has proven more complex and chaotic than McHargian planning allowed for. Landscape architects, if they are to make an impact, now need the skills of the planner, the politician and the artist.

In other words landscape architecture is at best an art of instrumentality and I argue for linking the methods and scales of what we typically differentiate as planning on the one hand and design on the other. In my own work I have intentionally and selectively worked on projects that range from the detailed semiotics of art in spaces the size of a small room to long-term planning proposals for entire regions. Whilst differences between planning and design have been the source of Penn’s intellectual leadership and creativity, the discipline’s strength and relevance now lie in their interconnectivity.

In recent decades landscape architecture has successfully positioned itself as the provider of high quality civic public space and the recent discourse of landscape urbanism has increased our role in structuring urban design projects, but it cannot be said that we are working successfully at a scale commensurate with the ecological crisis. In line with Penn’s legacy we are now building a research platform specifically to apply design intelligence to landscapes of critical biodiversity which are under pressure from rapid urbanization. While much important scientific work is being done to document the conservation value of ‘hotspots’, little attention has been applied to specific spatial planning of green infrastructure networks that would help nations meet the United Nation’s Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) targets. In addition to conserving and reconstructing habitat, the CBD emphasizes that these landscapes should be ecologically representative and connected as transnational networks.

Landscape architects should lead the process by which nations can reach the CBD targets. This involves the creative reconciliation of agricultural, industrial, urban development and conservation interests. Not only can this lead to national plans to serve biodiversity which is in everyone’s long-term interest, it can also lead to regional landscape frameworks around which urban growth scenarios can be modeled. As studies by the Yale School of Forestry estimate, there will be approximately another 1.2 million km$^2$ of land subsumed into urban development by 2030 and much of it in the world’s biodiversity hotspots.

The Australian paleontologist Tim Flannery and a chorus of others say a massive re-wilding is required so as to restore ecosystem function and “make good the damage of the last 50,000 years.” E.O. Wilson refers to the protection and restoration of habitat as a “universal moral imperative.” McHarg called it stewardship. But the world should come to know it as simply landscape architecture. To achieve this will require the skills of the planner, the politician and the artist.
The world's biodiversity hotspots: focal areas for the department's current research program.
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As we look to the future of the School and the discipline of landscape architecture, we asked alumni and faculty to reflect on their time at Penn, their work in design, their personal research, their teaching methodologies and their experiences as students, professors and practitioners. Their responses offer a diverse yet connected set of ideas about what Penn’s legacy means and what is important for the future. Throughout these statements there is a sense that Penn, more than any other school, has been the incubator of landscape architecture’s most important ideas and that this lays the groundwork for the 21st century as the profession of landscape architecture rises to its greatest challenges.
I have a slide of one of my favorite memories from my days at Penn but it has never been scanned and I have no idea where it resides today. For those too young to remember, a slide is an early form of image capture technology involving emulsion on a kind of plastic film with several tiny people inside black boxes that were called cameras but were nothing like what are referred to as cameras today. Toward the end of a party at Ian’s farm after much food and drink, Laurie began to dance in the lawn with Victoria. Carol was in the house at the time so Ian, not to be outdone, grabbed the nearest small farm animal, a goat, held it to his chest, and danced away!

Tim Baird, M.L.A. ’80

What’s your best memory of Penn and your manifesto now?

I set out to accomplish two things in my professional career: to work with as many different designers as possible and to combine teaching with practice. I believe that the gulf that often separates the profession from the discipline can only be bridged by forging close relationships between the two. My contribution to this effort is to maintain a faculty position in the academy while simultaneously practicing. Teaching informs my practice and practice informs teaching. Working closely with practitioners and understanding their needs is one way that the academy can remain relevant and the profession can evolve.

Alan Berger, M.L.A. ’90

You are now leading your own research agenda at MIT. What do you owe to Penn in terms of your intellectual and creative development?

Since the birth of environmentalism in the 1960s, Penn landscape architects and regional planners in search of ecological meaning for their work were taught to challenge market-driven economic paradigms of nature in lieu of a higher equilibrium for our built-natural environment. Think back to how Ian McHarg’s science and research-based process for design sought to resist conventional economic thinking and unrelenting political pressures that threaten collective, long-term, incremental and sustainable planning. In order to do this, design and research were taught inseparably. It was thought that a common language and knowledge derived from understanding ecological processes, scientific principles, and regional systems percolated down through all types of practice and scales of thinking about landscape. McHarg’s research reminds us that the greatest plans embody longevity and collective intelligence, which are defendable and resilient through turbulence.

But times change and so do professions. Over the past decade scientific research has all but vanished in landscape architecture. Landscape architecture faculties produce an embarrassingly low average of 0.34 scholarly publications annually per faculty member. There is relatively little or no externally funded research throughout the United States in some of the most acclaimed landscape architecture programs, including at Penn.

In a recent essay, ecologist David Orr explained the marginalization of McHargian research methods by attributing several reasons to why the culture of design and landscape architecture has abandoned scientific and natural research. This includes the hold of reductionism, the detriment of commodifying the natural world, and deeply misguided shortcomings of political decision-making that are largely guided by economics and market forces. Ironically, these are all forces McHarg fought voraciously against!

The Department of Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning (as it was known in the 1990s when I was there) was still teaching students of landscape architecture to understand the environment holistically, to question conventional economic reality, but to also be critical always, of design culture itself in order to make it better. The rich diversity of faculty scientists, anthropologists, biologists, and planners, working together to solve big scale problems fostered an intellectual environment that required competing perspectives to become inclusive and not sequestered into ‘design’ or ‘research.’ This, in essence, was how we were taught to conceive alternative worldviews, to understand how seeds of innovation are germinated, and to resist rote academic and professional protocols. This was the deep value of a Penn landscape architecture education that carried us over time through the daily grind and mundane aspects of practice.

Techniques of research in wide use throughout the physical design fields today were born at Penn during the 1970s, 1980s, and included some of the first forms of mapping data and environmental phenomena, including the emergence of geographic informational systems thinking. Through the use of mapping and other forms of measurement and visualization we discovered and revealed landscape capacities that others couldn’t materialize with conventional tools or practice. Our own methods were inspired and gauged outside of design toward fields of scientific inquiry for inspiration and rational methods to legitimacy, with additional fields for aesthetics and artistic ambitions. The school’s great leaders crossed over the imaginary lines of landscape architecture, planning, science, anthropology, engineering, art, and ethics. McHarg, for example, cut through the skies separating the scientists and practitioners to argue for global acceptance of environmental suitability principles. Anne Whiston Spirn laid the foundation for a renaissance of urban ecological principles in design teaching. James Corner and Anu Mathur gave a voice to inventive and imaginary phenomena and ecological process and entropy in design.

Penn’s intellectual anchoring for the landscape architecture field relied on scientific thinking, which extensively echoed and honed the great cultural ambition of landscape architecture to understand the environment as a “public medium” over the 20th century. As a recent study of the field points out, the landscape profession was at its most influential when it was aligned with...
the influential environmental and social thinkers of its time, and it was most irrelevant when it was not.

Sadly, landscape architecture has drifted away from collaborative, well-funded, academic research towards practice-based education. The landscape "academe" is drifting and anchorless, which is a cause for major concern. Landscape departments have handed over much of their teaching to practice-based education. Today it is common to find many schools with more than half of their faculty part-time practitioners, with little skill and capacity to conduct research, let alone scientifically qualified and peer-reviewed research. This problem viciously self perpetuates: as less research funding is attracted and awarded to landscape architectural educators, less funding is available to hire full-time faculty, so part-timers become permanent gap-fillers for full-time faculty, and the profession's cultural influence, as well as its rightful place as a holistic, collectively responsible field, is diminished. Landscape education once expanded its rightful place as a holistic, collectively responsible field aimed at improving the world's natural and built systems through intelligent and well-informed design. Penn's landscape research once expanded the profession's cultural influence, and it will again in its second century.

I arrived at Penn in the fall of 1998 and had the great honor of serving, for eleven years, in a department that was at the epicenter of a renaissance in landscape architecture. Innovation in the field had been a long-standing tradition at Penn, and in addition to McHarg, Spiri, Molin, and Olin, new paragons of the field were brought a wonderfully rich diversity of methods, visions, and concepts that took the ecological and design frameworks for which Penn was well known into new relevance. As a young faculty member, this was an extremely fertile ground in which to explore my own interests.

Anita Berribeitia

Could you comment on the qualities you experienced at Penn that are important to you?

I will indeed be a hard act to follow. Landscape architecture still enjoys significant cultural relevance. But the world continues to change at ever greater speeds, and in ways we cannot predict. The challenge remains: to transform and advance the field at a pace that responds to the opportunities and the risks we, as a society, face. Unless we take the ecological and design frameworks for which Penn was well known into new relevance.

Could you comment on the qualities you experienced at Penn that are important to you?
move from the generic to the specific, and from the invisible to the visible.

Dilip da Cunha

In partnership with Anu Mathur your research and practice resists the unreflexive use of convention to manufacture landscape architecture.

You also teach what I think could be described as landscape philosophy. Could you describe your current research and why you think it is important?

Design to us is rooted in the possibility that people do not just see things differently but see different things. They constitute and visualize beyond the limits of language and beyond the disciplines that frame landscape design practice and discourse, particularly history and ecology.

To some this act of constituting things is a metaphysical operation; to us it is design imagination. It opens to question the ‘things’ that we take for granted, oftentimes as ‘natural’ entities. It also opens a more fundamental starting point for design particularly in places with a legacy of contention and imposition such as those in the wake of colonialism of one form or another.

We are currently working on the possibility that rivers in India, but elsewhere as well, exist by design. They are products of a particular articulation of the earth surface that presumes the separation of water from land and the confinement of this water within lines. Indeed, the idea that water flows from source or sources to sea is inseparable from the image of two lines or banks that begin in a point or points on high ground and run to the coast. Yet these lines cannot be taken for granted as universal. They are products of a cultivated sensibility, a particular literacy through which water is read, written and drawn on the earth surface, on paper, and in the imagination.

There is much to admire in these lines, especially in where, how and why they are drawn; but there is also the possibility that there are other ways to read, write, draw and imagine the earth guide ways that may serve us better in a time when rivers are overdrawn, polluted, constrained, and, not least, the cause of increasing social and political conflict. In “The Invention of Rivers”, the tentative title of an exhibition and book, we explore the art and craft of these lines, which from their humble foundations in the banks of rivers reach up to hold and support lofty ideas like city and civilization, but also earthly taken-for-granted realities such as valleys, floodplains, watersheds, dams and drains. Taking down this towering edifice exposes not just its foundation in the lines of the river bank, it also reveals a terrain that can be engaged differently, such as through rain that is everywhere before it is made to be ‘water’ somewhere.

On a more specific level we are pursuing the possibility that Ganga is such terrain, a world apart from the river Ganges, which is the confined linear geographic entity that underlies histories, ecologies and current planning and design agendas. Ganga, we suggest, is a complex temporal terrain, another ground upon which to anchor a new imagination and develop a vocabulary with which to articulate India’s past, present, and future.

Our previous books and associated public exhibitions – “Mississippi Floods”, “Deccan Traverses”, and “Soak” – likewise seek to change the ground of design by including this ground in the act of design. These projects are part of what we do as designers; they are the activist side of our practice that seeks to expand design discourse not merely within the field of design but in the public domain, for design we believe is not a privileged enterprise for the privileged but one that underlies everyday practices and conversations. Importantly, while our books and exhibitions work to change the public imagination and conversation they also create the opportunity to demonstrate through specific design interventions the efficacy of an alternative ground on which to situate the many intractable issues confronting societies today, including flood, sea-level rise, slums, and water scarcity.

The classes I teach, whether studios, lectures or seminars, open up to students to various ways by which we can question the vocabulary of design and the visualizing and representational regimes that have given us the ‘things’ that we take for granted, things ranging from river to region, plant to city, individual to nation. We look at various efforts through which these things have been systematized, programmed, argued, interrogated, and designed into the image and imagination; and we look for ways to cultivate a new imagination and open new possibilities for and through design projects.

Jill Desimini, M.L.A. & M.Arch. '05

What values motivate you as a landscape architectural educator?

I am committed to making great urban landscapes and teaching building landscape architects to be responsible designers and stewards of the urban environment. I remember approaching then-chair James Corner as a 501 architecture student who just realized that landscape architecture was actually the career I was interested in as someone trying to find a way to design urban public space. He explained that architects may be actors but that landscape architects are more like directors, who guide processes to design and affect change. I was sold and have loved the discipline ever since.
I am trying to use design and ecology to help us reimagine cities with growing inventories of abandoned land, abandoned land that is home to increasingly rich and novel ecosystems. I am committed to exploring trans-disciplinary approaches to address a range of issues (including jobs, crime, storm water and pollution) through the manipulation and management of urban land. I am working toward design approaches that go beyond things like food production and park construction to address broader land uses. I am looking at how we perceive property and human occupation, and at how those perceptions affect our urban ecologies. How can we create value in abandoned urban spaces that are not perceived as valuable? How can we move beyond traditional market-driven value approaches?

The answers, for me, have to do with landscape innovation. We can’t continue to define cities merely in terms of population loss. Landscape architecture has the potential to reverse this trend, and advocate for the value and opportunity that this land already offers, even if we don’t measure that value, much less see it. Designers are positive thinkers with creative energies capable of imagining and articulating visionary futures. Designers can reframe our perceptions, they can project viable, environmentally and socially responsible alternatives. For me, design is not as much about fancy materials and expensive schemes as it is about being strategic, doing the most with the least number of moves. Landscape architecture can help us look at our older cities in a completely new way.

**Raffaella Fabiani Giannetto, M.L.A. ’99**

**Could you explain why it is so important that contemporary designers have a working knowledge of history?**

While it is true that much of the contemporary discourse and production of landscape architecture today lacks historical depth, some notable exceptions remind us why it is so important that contemporary designers have a working knowledge of history.

In his “Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening Adapted to North America” (1844), Andrew Jackson Downing wrote that, “To attempt the smallest work in any art, without knowing either the capacities of that art, or the schools, or modes, by which it has previously been characterized, is but to be groping about in a dim twilight, without the power of knowing, even should we be successful in the efforts for the real excellence of our production; or of judging its merit, comparatively, as a work of taste and imagination.” Downing’s incisive remarks effectively summarize why historical knowledge is important for the practice and criticism of landscape architecture in America, but also that he happened to live and work in a country with a recently formed national identity which looked at the past of the Old World for clues about the best way to represent the American character and ideals. The history of garden making and landscape architecture continued to be valued until the dawn of Modernism, when the achievements of previous generations—described in purely stylistic terms—would be seen simply as a crippling form of nostalgia, hindering the progress of the discipline, and would be therefore dismissed. Garret Eckbo, for example, rejected the formal principles of the past, above all the marks of distinction are their limits of the eco-fundamentalism that followed, but also because history has come to be understood as encompassing more than a simple account of historical styles, and gardens and designed landscapes of the past have been discussed in the context of material culture, social change, gender and reception histories. It is surprising, however, that a few contemporary landscape architects still wonder about the usefulness of a sound historical knowledge of their own discipline, still clinging, anachronistically, to Modernist arguments.

“It is both astonishing and even amusing”—says John Dixon Hunt in his most recent book—“to see some modern landscape architects seemingly or deliberately forget past endeavors in their wish to push the envelope of their profession . . . Turning a blind eye to earlier work can give any architect the advantage of fresh creativity.” But if, as Hunt maintains, “historians may,” “with hindsight, trace the latent antecedents of current work,” then, I wonder, what is the meaning of that supposedly advantageous, but amnesic point of departure and how seriously are we going to assess its final product?

Design is a creative process—it has to do with invention, meaning the creation of something new or at least different from what already exists. We praise designers whose marks of distinction are their own inventive minds, but does that mean that they invent out of nothing? Of course not. Invention is one of the most advantageous, and how seriously are we going to assess its final product?

One may argue that a working knowledge of landscape architecture terms is useful to the extent in which a designer is asked to work on historic sites, where he/she is forced to dialogue with earlier cultural traces. But this is not the case. As a young landscape architecture student at Penn reminds us, “An understanding of techniques and tendencies, both recent and more dated, can aid the modern designer in clarifying his or her own intentions, organizations, and strategies.” On this subject, Laurie Olin in reference to his firm’s
design for Wagner Park [criticizing an earlier proposal to adopt a neoclassical plan] writes, “Since it was no longer the sixteenth century, I saw no reason to create a sixteenth-century layout . . . The world was different now from that of the seventeenth- and nineteenth-century gardens; it was New York at the end of the twentieth century, and a lot had changed. In a search for ways to break up the static classical forms and in response to the need of unifying the elements of the plan I seized on the Renaissance Revival plan of the Conservatory garden from the 1930s and set to work transforming it and pulling it apart, rearranging the pieces . . .” Olin’s use of historical precedent, in this case an early botanic garden, as both point of departure and form of contrast, and his understanding of its inappropriate application on a highly urbanized and exposed landfill along the Hudson River, allowed him to further clarify his intention and the role of a new public landscape in a specific and twentieth-century context. As Olin’s insight indicates, history, by allowing us to understand what we aren’t, may allow us to further understand what we are.

The value of historical research for the landscape architecture profession can hardly be overemphasized. Understanding how garden and landscape history has been written and revised, how it has been appropriated, or simply acknowledged and rewritten through design allows us to understand ourselves and our place in the world and without this capacity, as A. J. Downing once noted, we would be groping about in a dim twilight.

Lindsey Falck
Could you reflect on why you think our appreciation of materiality of landscape is so important for designers?

When one leaves the heat, noise and car-fumes of the city streets and enters the courtyard of Seville Cathedral there is an immediate sense of relief, followed by more slowly absorbed additional sensory rewards of the place.

One’s eyes are focused on the overall beauty of the place, the shaded courtyard of low-pruned orange trees, the fountain spilling water over the lip of its bowl into the under-foot water channels, the meticulously laid cobble stones of the paving, and, of course, the quiet dignity of the enclosing buildings on the perimeter of the courtyard.

One’s ears pick up the sounds of the moving water. One’s nose picks up the subtle scent of the orange blossom of the trees. One’s feet feel the texture of the rough-tooled faces of the granite cobble stones.

All the senses are affected by the detail design of the “hard” and “softer” elements of the design, within the overall concepts that generated the space some hundreds of years ago.

To create spaces like this courtyard one has to have a working knowledge of the characteristics of the materials to be used, how they will look, feel, sound, smell when installed, and how they will mature with response to weather and use over time.

One also has to know how and where the materials and plants will be acquired, processed off-site, and installed on-site with the tools and skills of the masons, carpenters, landscape workers, and others who leave their marks on the design elements.

The more close-up and hands-on of the experience of the designers, the more likely they are to provide rewarding places for human occupation.

One’s ears pick up the sounds of the moving water. One’s nose picks up the subtle scent of the orange blossom of the trees. One’s feet feel the texture of the rough-tooled faces of the granite cobble stones.

All the senses are affected by the detail design of the “hard” and “softer” elements of the design, within the overall concepts that generated the space some hundreds of years ago.

To create spaces like this courtyard one has to have a working knowledge of the characteristics of the materials to be used, how they will look, feel, sound, smell when installed, and how they will mature with response to weather and use over time.

One also has to know how and where the materials and plants will be acquired, processed off-site, and installed on-site with the tools and skills of the masons, carpenters, landscape workers, and others who leave their marks on the design elements.

The more close-up and hands-on of the experience of the designers, the more likely they are to provide rewarding places for human occupation.

David Gouverneur
You have a background in architecture and urban design and your research focuses on informal settlements. How has your time at Penn influenced your approach to contemporary urbanism?

Through my time at Penn and based upon my experience with cities in the global south I have become increasingly interested in what I refer to as ‘informal armatures’.

What this means is that the designer attends to the provision of infrastructure (both hard and soft) as the catalyst for growth but the designer does not expect, or attempt to control the actual growth. This is a method I have been testing in my design studios and it is one I believe well suited to informal settlements – places we used to call slums, places where over 2 billion of the world’s population now live.

Some aspects of my approach are embedded in the orthodox field of urban design but I have found that a landscape architectural approach brings significant differences to urban design. Firstly, there is a better understanding of the natural-territorial substrate that defines the location, performance, and general morphology of cities and districts. Secondly, landscape architects focus on the performative, qualitative and aesthetic qualities of open space as the organizer of urban form, which has the ability to manage, in a holistic manner, the relations between infrastructure, mobility and water management, etc. Landscape architects are also good as shifting scale and linking from the regional to the site specific scale and are open to designing places which are intentionally left somewhat open ended so they can adapt to change. I find that a landscape architectural approach to urbanism is also more inclusive of both cultural and ecological differences and allows me to think in a holistic but at the same time focused manner.

However, in what has emerged as landscape urbanism or ecological urbanism there is also a tendency to minimize the importance of strategic planning, the participation
of urban actors, and ignore the regulatory aspects of urban infill affecting building and block typologies, and so on. Landscape urbanism overlooks these real conditions as overly prescriptive, rigid, non-process oriented and lacking morphological and aesthetic value. In my work I am trying to find a balance between the open-ended catalytic approach and the overly prescriptive. I would also like to voice my strong belief in cross-disciplinary work, something which I have carried out during my career and which I have been able to set forward at PennDesign through studio work and elective courses. Landscape architecture’s capacity for interdisciplinarity and its systematic and holistic approach to urbanism are why it is so well placed to play a major role in the formulation of cities this century.

As an emerging academic, how do you see the future of landscape architectural education? My path to academia was strongly influenced by the Penn landscape program’s commitment to independent thinking and research. The studios I took, whether at the 500-level or the 700-level, struck just the right balance between didactic and open: being informed but not restricted by the pedagogies of critics as diverse as Anuradha Mathur and Nanako Umemoto. This balance made independent inquiry on the part of the student seem valued, and I relished the opportunity to propose ideas of my own, which I admit often strayed from the syllabus. Nevertheless, my critics treated these sometimes-divergent ideas with thoughtful criticism. Though I was not fully aware of it until post-graduation (‘hindsight is 20/20’ is never more true than in the case of the overworked design student), the criticism I received in studios helped inform a coherent design and research trajectory that culminated in a thesis. In fact, my thesis was developed specifically to revisit many of the sites and themes of my previous landscape and architecture studios.

The thesis, entitled “Fluxscape: Remapping Philadelphia’s Post-Industrial Terrain”, benefited from an interdisciplinary perspective I attribute to Penn’s seamlessly-integrated dual-degree program—I studied landscape architecture and architecture concurrently, though having begun my graduate education in the landscape program, my architectural projects were always strongly influenced by site context, ecology, and shifting topologies. I was able to draw from these interests and received valuable feedback from advisors in both programs, and the thesis ended up taking on a hybrid, infrastructural character that operated at the urban and regional scale. In fact, the thesis themes of relational mapping and infrastructural interventions for vacant land in post-industrial cities continue to form the backbone of my research today. I find independent research opportunities such as independent study, pro-seminars, and thesis to be critical components of landscape architecture education today. This is particularly true as landscape architecture as a discipline seeks to broaden its scope from a practice-driven field with roots in aristocratic garden design to a research-driven field capable of tackling complex infrastructural and remediation projects and being important voices in municipal, national, and global policy. To ensure that students are able to add to this discourse, I believe it is crucial for them to begin to form an individual agenda from day one of their education. Whether students end up in practice or academia, engaged at the micro or macro scale, or focused on formal, ecological, or urban issues (or a combination of the three as is most often the case), their education necessarily must concern itself not only with exposing students to the range of issues and scales that face landscape architects, but also with stepping back so that students can have the freedom to form their own opinions. This was certainly the case for me at PennDesign.

What was it that attracted you to Penn? In 1991, I attended an open house for prospective students at Harvard. I had been accepted into the landscape architecture program there and went to hear the speaker that evening, Glenn Murcutt; whose inspiring discourse on “the -ings of things” gave a powerful voice to working, talking, eating - to living - with each other and to listening, seeing, touching - again, to living - with the non-human world. Thanks to Harvard’s invitation to Glenn at that open house, I decided that I would attend Penn, where Glenn was teaching.

Anne Spirn was chair and she had invited Glenn to teach in the landscape architecture department. With Anne and David Leatherbarrow, then chair of the architecture department, there was an environment of mutual respect and shared theoretical topics between the two departments at Penn that was uncommon then - and remains rare in design schools today.
Alison Hirsch, Ph.D., M.U., M.L.A. ’11

You seem to have a great love for what you do. What motivates you as a practitioner and a teacher?

I had the privilege of an extended academic training at Penn while pursuing my PhD under the advisement of John Dixon Hunt and my MLA under the leadership of James Corner and Anu Mathur. This combination of mentors provided not just the tools and techniques to be a capable scholar and designer, but placed invaluable emphasis on methods of working and creative thinking, which are fundamental to intellectual inquiry and pursuit.

With John, I discovered history - not as a sealed record of the past but, like landscape, something alive and constantly renegotiated – but, like landscape, something not as a vehicle of communication or demonstration but as a critical and generative act that unleashes new questions and provokes new readings of sites as they are shaped. Like history, the practice of designing landscapes is not about reaching final design synthesis, but is an open and transformative process that prompts new understandings and ideas of what it means to dwell in the world.

As new faculty in a younger landscape architecture department, my experience at Penn shapes how I conduct courses, structure curriculum and challenge my students to revel in the processes and identity of the city, the consistent exchange in relation to future space more or less simultaneously physical, digital and strategic. Working through space and demonstrating high-fidelity urban imaginations. This is exactly how we frame the operational standards of our professional experimental design practice as well, which has excitedly evolved in parallel with my studio participation at Penn.

Keith Kaseman

Your studios take risks with method and encourage formal experimentation in gnarly sites – what are you chasing with these studios and how does it relate to your practice?

Specifically configured to employ high levels of design experimentation as the primary fuel for new modes of creative exchange in relation to future space in the city, the consistent pursuit within my LARP studios has been to project questions and ambitions into spatial potentials yet to be imagined. In this light, design agility is framed as a prime urban reconnaissance tool with which we may construct new configurations to think through, intended to help us leap beyond the imminent mediocrity typically embedded within most municipal strategies shaping up on the horizon. As such, these are not research studies in the traditional sense, but rather operate as semi-systematic spatial think-tanks wholeheartedly concerned with design as a proactive urban tactic, and high fidelity as the means through which spatial action and demonstration may spark new forms of exchange. In other words, the ambition is always to play through a multitude of questions, ideas, strategies and potential configurations in order to imagine alternate courses for the city’s future through refined spatial engagement. One way to supercharge the chase is to focus on and operate through ‘gnarly sites’, extracting and constructing their latent capacity to spark and propagate an exploratory mindset that at least leans towards radical from the outset. While many factors interweave in order for a “site” to qualify as gnarly, the minimum criterion couples improbability with urgency. Gnarly sites help us confidently claim that if we don’t rigorously pursue this completely overlooked potential as a source for deep and impactful transformations of the city, nobody will.

By orchestrating dynamic internal exchanges within the studio and engaging an extremely wide array of people outside of the studio and from a broad spectrum of creative, civic and professional realms through key mixer-sessions, we can guarantee that a wide array of questions will amplify the diversity of spatial pursuits. Working through physical, digital and strategic space more or less simultaneously along the way, the fundamental goal of this studio experimentation is to play through space and demonstrate high-fidelity urban imaginaries. This is exactly how we frame the operational standards of our professional experimental design practice as well, which has excitedly evolved in parallel with my studio participation at Penn.

Niall Kirkwood, M.L.A. ’85

How has your design philosophy been shaped by your education at Penn?

I had the good fortune to grow up in the cultural environment of Scotland where I found quite simply - the power of geology and engineering in the landscape. If there is one place, one country in the world in which to understand the processes and identity of human place, design and landscape in creation and construction, that secret unity of the artificial and the natural, landscape and architecture then surely it must be here. It is a hard and practical country - and that is the fault of both its latitude and geography. It was this background that Ian McHarg brought to the Department of Landscape Architecture and infused
us all with his deep attachment to education in the general sense and in particular, to our understanding of the natural world, as well as to improvement to the environments in which people lived and worked, and of the processes by which people produced what they needed. The concept of improvement meant an interest in history, but also to the physical world itself where change was involved at every stage, whether in an understanding of physics and chemistry or the much slower processes discovered in geology. I emerged from Philadelphia concerned with the mastery and landscape craft and art, the beauty and elegance of formal structure, and a search for the authentic in the built landscape. The basis of my approach to design is philosophical reflection on the nature of landscape, place and people then action, the humanistic idea of an all-inclusive re-construction of the world through design, engagement with the ordinary physical environment appropriate to the scale of endeavor and using the physical and economic means at our disposal. It is still as valid today as it was then.

Chris Marcinkowski
Can you describe your current research and how this relates to the phenomenon of rapid global urbanization?

The last 15 years have seen a rapid proliferation globally of speculative urbanization (housing, infrastructure, cultural amenities, etc.) in a range of political, economic and geographic contexts. Countries as diverse as the United States, Ireland, Iceland, Panama, Angola, Turkey, Algeria and the United Arab Emirates have all experienced (or are currently experiencing) rapid expansions of their urbanized territories predicated on presumptions of continuous economic expansion and population growth. China in particular has been under increased scrutiny of late as a growing number of media reports and images emerge of massive, unoccupied new settlement being built in the country’s interior without effective economic policy and design innovation. Spain’s urban growth agenda over this period led directly to the precarity of contemporary urbanization, both in terms of its scale and the repercussions of its failure, can be found in Spain. From 1998-2008, Spain experienced an unprecedented expansion of its urbanized territory, Madrid, for example, nearly doubled its total urbanized footprint during this period. Much of this investment in development can be traced back to three political events, including the Land Law of 1998; the introduction of the euro in 2002 (with its corresponding reduction in interest rates); and the liberalization of labor constraints that same year. These policy decisions, in companion with the perceived successes of the 1992 Barcelona Olympics and Seville Expo as reproducible urban regeneration strategies, led to a radical over-privileging of urbanization within the Spanish economy. The result was nearly 20 percent of Spain’s GDP being devoted to construction-related investment during this period – nearly four times the proportion seen in the U.S. and the U.K., whose economies both saw construction bubbles – and a rate just below the 30 percent of GDP currently conservatively estimated for China. Although held up in the first decade of the 21st century as a global showcase for economic policy and design innovation, Spain’s urban growth agenda over this period led directly to the precarity of the country’s current economy.

There is a clear body of evidence of design’s complicity – whether intentional or not – in the production of this particular moment in history. In fact, I would argue that the recent proliferation globally of incomplete, unoccupied and abandoned urban settlement can be traced to a widespread disciplinary reliance on the inflexible, singular formats of settlement and easily replicable urban spatial products that characterize contemporary urbanization. Given the increasing reliance on urbanization as a primary instrument of economic production in both emerging and established economies, there is a clear need for urban design disciplines engaged in this work to reconsider their particular modes of operation; the tools upon which they rely; and the metrics by which the success of these projects are evaluated, in order to begin anticipating and negotiating the inevitable instability that characterizes contemporary urbanization.

In this context, no primary urban design discipline is more readily prepared to negotiate this uncertain urban future than landscape architecture. As the only discipline that fundamentally embraces contingency as a core capacity, landscape architecture has a unique facility to navigate the uncertainties of an urban future characterized by constantly evolving pressures of the near, interim and long-term. Yet despite this capacity, the disciplinary opportunity implied by the phenomenon described above has yet to be fully embraced. As such, there remains a unique occasion to expand landscape architecture’s agency by actively reclaiming territory and scope related to this work only other allied disciplines that currently find themselves in various states of intellectual crisis.

In particular, I would advocate that landscape architecture think bigger as a discipline – literally – and endeavor to recapture its physical role in shaping the urban future. This is by no means a suggestion to abandon physical, material and experiential design; rather, it is a call to develop new landscape architectural form and strategies to more fully hybridized the more familiar ecological and environmental concerns. In this vein, the true potential of the discipline lies in engaging bigger, more complex, more consequential urban topics from both the macro-strategic scale, concurrent with the more nimble local scale. Global agriculture; the management of water rights; planning and design of new settlement; desertification and corollary regimes of reforestation; alternative energy production; natural resource extraction; sea-level rise; climate change; and environmental concerns. In order to begin operating in this way, landscape architecture must actively reorient its systems of politics and economics as they relate to urbanization as enthusiastically as the more familiar ecological and environmental disciplines. In this way, the work of the discipline over the last 60 years in order to negotiate the inevitable instability that characterizes contemporary urbanization, as the only discipline prepared to negotiate this uncertain urban future than landscape architecture.

At the same time, landscape architecture should endeavor to become more nimble, looking to develop innovative tactics related to discreet interventions that have the capacity to catalyze larger systemic transformations. In this way, the work of the discipline operates simultaneously at the macro-scale of the big vision or strategy, as well as at the local scale of engagement. Such an approach invites interpolation between the two scales of work that can more readily negotiate the volatility of contemporary urbanization.
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In order to begin operating in this way, landscape architecture must actively reorient its systems of politics and economics as they relate to urbanization as enthusiastically as the more familiar ecological and environmental disciplines. In this way, the true potential of the discipline lies in engaging bigger, more complex, more consequential urban topics from both the macro-strategic scale, concurrent with the more nimble local scale. Global agriculture; the management of water rights; planning and design of new settlement; desertification and corollary regimes of reforestation; alternative energy production; natural resource extraction; sea-level rise; climate change; and environmental concerns. In order to begin operating in this way, landscape architecture must actively reorient its systems of politics and economics as they relate to urbanization as enthusiastically as the more familiar ecological and environmental disciplines. In this way, the work of the discipline over the last 60 years in order to negotiate the inevitable instability that characterizes contemporary urbanization, as the only discipline prepared to negotiate this uncertain urban future than landscape architecture.

At the same time, landscape architecture should endeavor to become more nimble, looking to develop innovative tactics related to discreet interventions that have the capacity to catalyze larger systemic transformations. In this way, the work of the discipline operates simultaneously at the macro-scale of the big vision or strategy, as well as at the local scale of engagement. Such an approach invites interpolation between the two scales of work that can more readily negotiate the volatility of contemporary urbanization.

In order to begin operating in this way, landscape architecture must actively reorient its systems of politics and economics as they relate to urbanization as enthusiastically as the more familiar ecological and environmental disciplines. In this way, the true potential of the discipline lies in engaging bigger, more complex, more consequential urban topics from both the macro-strategic scale, concurrent with the more nimble local scale. Global agriculture; the management of water rights; planning and design of new settlement; desertification and corollary regimes of reforestation; alternative energy production; natural resource extraction; sea-level rise; climate change; and environmental concerns. In order to begin operating in this way, landscape architecture must actively reorient its systems of politics and economics as they relate to urbanization as enthusiastically as the more familiar ecological and environmental disciplines. In this way, the work of the discipline over the last 60 years in order to negotiate the inevitable instability that characterizes contemporary urbanization, as the only discipline prepared to negotiate this uncertain urban future than landscape architecture.

At the same time, landscape architecture should endeavor to become more nimble, looking to develop innovative tactics related to discreet interventions that have the capacity to catalyze larger systemic transformations. In this way, the work of the discipline operates simultaneously at the macro-scale of the big vision or strategy, as well as at the local scale of engagement. Such an approach invites interpolation between the two scales of work that can more readily negotiate the volatility of contemporary urbanization.

In order to begin operating in this way, landscape architecture must actively reorient its systems of politics and economics as they relate to urbanization as enthusiastically as the more familiar ecological and environmental disciplines. In this way, the true potential of the discipline lies in engaging bigger, more complex, more consequential urban topics from both the macro-strategic scale, concurrent with the more nimble local scale. Global agriculture; the management of water rights; planning and design of new settlement; desertification and corollary regimes of reforestation; alternative energy production; natural resource extraction; sea-level rise; climate change; and environmental concerns. In order to begin operating in this way, landscape architecture must actively reorient its systems of politics and economics as they relate to urbanization as enthusiastically as the more familiar ecological and environmental disciplines. In this way, the work of the discipline over the last 60 years in order to negotiate the inevitable instability that characterizes contemporary urbanization, as the only discipline prepared to negotiate this uncertain urban future than landscape architecture.
At this particular moment in time, landscape architecture remains ascendant primarily because today’s dominant cultural interests so nicely intersect with the discipline’s established interests. Yet, to maintain such a trajectory beyond the present and to avoid the risk of becoming a discipline engaged only with first-world amenity-driven urban projects, landscape architecture must move beyond defining itself based on familiar typologies of the past, and look to reorient its concerns toward actively shaping the global urban future.

Anurandha Mathur, M.L.A. ’91

You have seen a lot of change at Penn. What do you think is of real importance for its future as a great program?

When I came to Penn, first as a student and then faculty, the field was still polarized between ecology and art. This was the status quo – the way practices and schools were differentiated. I was hired at Penn as someone who could bridge – ecology and art to me were not separable to begin with. I believe Anne Spirn intuitively understood this and put her faith in a new generation of designers who had studied at Penn when she hired into the faculty. What was significant about the new curriculum that was initiated soon after John Dixon Hunt’s tenure as chair, was that we decided to change the subject. We moved away from a moralistic and positivist posture to an idea of design accommodating a critical reading of nature, culture, and history. John positioned the idea of the picturesque not as an application but a critical movement against a status quo while Jim challenged the taken for granted European precedents in landscape and brought an appreciation of the measures of the ordinary American landscape with a fresh visual palette. It was an exciting time of experimentation and ferment.

Looking back at the brochure I introduce incoming students to the program?

In the past few years I have seen a return at Penn to an uncritical acceptance of the language of ecology, planning and spectacle that pervades the profession. The projective, generative, and speculative acts of drawing and making are too easily taken over by image-making that positions itself as being more real, more objective, and more immediate. I can see this being a response to, on the one hand, the developer’s ‘investment’ agenda that has consumed a large part of the profession, on the other hand, problems that present opportunities and give satisfaction that only problem-solving can, or perhaps it is a consequence of the tools we use (mouse vs pencil; program vs labor). More importantly there is an erosion of vigilance and dialogue on what constitutes generative work, creatively nicely inquiry. Today, this is more crucial than ever before, particularly given that we operate on a global stage. As a University we should risk the business of transferring ‘best practices’ to all places on earth without the tools, techniques, and most importantly, milieu to question our most fundamental assumptions.

The SoI studio you and Dilip da Cunha teach is well known for its emphasis on situated representation. What have you been trying to achieve with this studio?

In our teaching of SoI over the last decade Dilip and I have engaged some enigmatic and marginal landscapes in the vicinity of Philadelphia as open terrains (rather than bounded sites) to introduce incoming students to design. Traversing these places – that have ranged from forests, bogs, urban creeks,successional infrastructural landscapes, and even historic garden’s like Bartram’s – has challenged us to extend taken for granted notions of space, time, history, and ecology.

Students figure out through their physical engagement in the field and in studio that the act of seeing, measuring and other ways of engaging place is already an act of design, or that design begins with a map and selected conditions to be drawn out. It provides them with a vocabulary of place, a vocabulary by which a terrain is measured, its story told, and its condition transformed.

We encourage our students to think of themselves as pioneers – the first on the scene – as they make their way and accumulate each week a sense of territory through measuring and other modes of drawing, photographing and investigating conditions and ideas that extend what is visible. These engagements, which we call ‘traverses’, introduce students to the conventions in drawing, mapping, and other ways of imaging and knowledge construction. They also open them to ways of pushing these conventions in order to capture much more than space, in particular, time, materiality, and movement. We realize, as they do, that places cannot be exhausted in their readings and can be walked differently each time. In that sense traversing in the field and in the studio is an act of both transgression and invention that demands choices to be made and selected conventions to be transformed.

We encourage our students to think of themselves as pioneers – the first on the scene – as they make their way and accumulate Each week a sense of territory through measuring and other modes of drawing, photographing and investigating conditions and ideas that extend what is visible. These engagements, which we call ‘traverses’, introduce students to the conventions in drawing, mapping, and other ways of imaging and knowledge construction. They also open them to ways of pushing these conventions in order to capture much more than space, in particular, time, materiality, and movement. We realize, as they do, that places cannot be exhausted in their readings and can be walked differently each time. In that sense traversing in the field and in the studio is an act of both transgression and invention that demands choices to be made and selected conventions to be transformed.

We encourage our students to think of themselves as pioneers – the first on the scene – as they make their way and accumulate
means to get from here to there – but as a process of engaging and constructing landscape. What set the landscape program at Penn apart from other design schools in the past and can today – is a sense of experimentation and invention in design practices and in situating design in the world.

Carol McHarg, M.L.A. '77

What was it like being a student at Penn in the mid '70s?

The Department of Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning (LARP) in the mid-70s was an exciting place. Faculty and students were comrades engaged in implementing and fine-tuning a cutting edge approach to environmental salvation. Ian was our leader, our guru, and our messiah. He travelled the world, spreading the dogma of this new religion of ecological design and planning and the world was beginning to pay attention.

In Meyerson Hall faculty and students worked at a feverish pace developing new theories, new connections (personal and academic) and new attitudes to design and planning. We knew we were at the right place at the right time and were happily devoted to learning how to save the world. Even those of us who came from liberal arts backgrounds knew we were engaged in something groundbreaking and were willing to suffer for this privilege. 20 hours a day in the studio – no problem. In fact, a breeze compared to the frequent and highly charged charrettes that demanded 30 hours a day.

I’ll never forget our first presentation of 501. Most people worked in teams, but I had foolishly struck out on my own and was exceptionally nervous about explaining the geology of my site - shale hills and limestone valleys - to all those who probably knew a whole lot more than me. As it turned out, what I had to say didn’t much matter because the faculty engaged in a ferocious war that consumed the entire day. I can’t remember the subject, the sides or the outcome, but I do remember several students talked about transferring.

After all this work and all this tension, Fridays at five we all let loose. Happy hours were well known, well attended and highly regarded. It was here that many new connections were made and several led to permanent alliances including Ian and me, Vicky Steiger and Laurie Olin, Bob Hanna and Beverly Briggs, and John Berger and Kit Wallace. This kind of ‘faculty to student connecting’ has since been outlawed, but it was de rigueur back then and when I graduated in 1977, I was not the only one who received a spouse along with a degree.

Your studios and your practice are testing the potential of contemporary geometry made possible through computation to generate new landscapes. Can you discuss how it functions as a generative tool which can achieve both surficial and structural change.

Recent digital media provide new ways to engage the temporal and relational qualities inherent to the dynamic medium of landscape by enabling us to explore what is intrinsic to all modes of visualization—the relationship between technique and ideation. For example, there are many models of change and process within landscape architecture, both in terms of how change is incorporated into design methods and how each mode of visualization supports an idea about how change is presumed to occur materially in the landscape itself. These include simultaneous (the superimposition of multiple images that convey a shifting landscape over time, as seen in the work of Mathur, Da Cunha); successional (sequential drawings to illustrate changes in landscape composition over time, as seen in the work of James Corner Field Operations); or episodic (notational drawings, such as Lawrence Halprin’s eco-scores). In our work, we are interested in recursion as a model of change. This notion pertains to both the techniques enabled by computation (where sequences of operations are used to relate process and form through feedback) as well as to the resultant forms (i.e., patterns).
We are interested in digital media for their role in the formation of landscapes rather than simply in the depiction of landscapes, which has been the dominant trend. The use of digital media in landscape architecture has remained largely within the realm of two-dimensional explorations that simply replicate manual drawing techniques, such as montages, or diagrams. Though all design is iterative (e.g., manual drawing/modeling, then assessing, then altering, then reassessing, etc.), digital modeling expands the ability to relate quantitative and qualitative information. For instance, parametric software enables the modeling of numerical information in terms of force, quantity, and direction (such as in water or wind flow) in order to generate surfaces that are intrinsically relational—that is, entities are defined by virtue of their association or proximity to other elements. Consequently, the affiliation between form and process is inherent to the model; changes made to one entity have a reciprocal effect on neighboring entities. Flow, direction and quantity are linked to profile: if you change the flow, it alters the profile (i.e.: topography) and if you change the flow, it alters the profile of digital camera, controlling its photos to use them to create new relationships. When I change the site the technique changes and develops its rules. My drawing tries to avoid repetition and accepts mistakes: the best possible precision.

Valerio Morabito
You have great faith in drawing the landscape. Why is that? What are you trying to find when you draw?

I believe that my drawing is a memory of the future. I have never drawn in front of a real landscape: urban, natural or industrial. I always draw it later, without having it in front of me. After some times the drawings, which represents a landscape through memory, becomes a non precise visual perception you have to deal with. A different reality.

In my opinion this process of representation is related with how a site could be different, how it could change. The site is alive in the sketch drawings and, processing the memory into its future, it avoids the present. The idea of the present simply doesn’t exist anymore, it disappears into the memory and its future.

In this way each sketch drawing analyzes reality and produces its design: in my mind the memory is made by spots, is fragmented. For this reason my memory produces extensive blank spaces to be filled, voids in which the future stretches out inside them and fills them like water. My drawings do not have a predetermined technique but they choose one in relationship of the different sites they pretend to represent and then, after deciding the technique, they build precise rules by themselves: analog or digital the sketch drawings would like to compete with the speed of digital camera, controlling its photos to use them to create new relationships. When I change the site the technique changes and develops its rules. My drawing tries to avoid repetition and accepts mistakes: the best possible precision.

Afterwards a few sketches become paintings, although not in the common sense of the term, they become more like big sketches made on canvas - with oil, acrylic or ink colors - which seem like paintings; they are expressions of the contrast between the different scales of the technique, in terms of materials and shapes. Many times these drawings are not related to the design approach in my landscape projects, but they are exercises, short stories only written because I want to train my skills to write stories. This is a kind of poetical methodology of work. With this process the sketches wait to be used in a new space as projects, they are the Genius Loci, the second Genius Loci opposed to the Genius Loci of the site, able to deal with it in terms of morphology and poetry, geometry and illusion.

Ellen Neises, M.L.A. '02
You are teaching studios that place an emphasis on large-scale systems and you teach a theory unit titled Designed Ecologies. Can you explain what you are trying to achieve in your teaching and how you think it relates to the advance of the discipline and new forms of practice?

One thing that has defined Penn and its diverse faculty is belief in the vitality and immensity of the landscape architectural project. In this school, designed landscapes have been understood as the means and grounds where, across cultures and time, humans have struggled with the art of settlement, with existential questions, with the nature of our own embodiment. Our medium is nature and, as McHarg wrote, “Nature contains the history of the evolution of matter, life, and man. It is the arena of past, present, and future. It exhibits the laws that obtain. It contains every quality that man can pursue. It tells every important story that man would know.” My studios and seminars explore ways to fulfill this outsized ambition and make the charisma of our medium more visible in the range of landscape architectural work being made today. In defining studio problems the last two years, I have been looking for openings for substantial change in longstanding arrangements of capital, policy, belief, material and experience—moments of instability or tipping points. Through reading, conversation and design, we search for means to exploit the openings, staking out compelling problems that can be recast or resolved by design. We think across scales and concerns to enrich the content and nuance of projects.

They are strategic but also something more. The focus on non-equilibrium moments in complex, large-scale systems forces us to think about what landscape in particular can do, and expands the array of landscape design actions that may have agency. Our work is injected into the problem milieu with the aim of helping the players conceive alternative futures, increasing their appetite for quality players conceive alternative futures, increasing their appetite for quality.
Engineers are often seen by the public as the people who bring engineering to design invention. It is a means of providing qualitative depth to strategic work and surpassing technocratic attention to landscape services.

My subject, “Designed Ecologies” looks at topics like change in population composition, devolution, punctuated equilibrium, and system adaptation from vantage points in biology, ecology, economics, social science, art and thermodynamics, and is the place where landscape architects and engineers, and real estate consultants define what works. Community engagement people establish dialog with residents of places that have become “sites” to scope what should be designed. Artists examine nature through the lens of culture to produce interesting hybrids. Media designers convert change directions into zeitgeist.

Landscape architecture’s strength is in how to use and apply the non-physical inputs. Ecologists, engineers, and real estate consultants define what works. Community engagement people establish dialog with residents of places that have become “sites” to scope what should be designed. Artists examine nature through the lens of culture to produce interesting hybrids. Media designers convert change directions into zeitgeist.

My goal in teaching is to make grading and site engineering immediately assessable as a design tool. We cover key topics with brief lectures and examples, followed by a series of in-class exercises to ensure that the material is understood and mastered. Our students work in groups, help each other, and ask questions. This is a great way to encourage exploration and collaboration, and to ensure competence. We further explore the design potential of the grading and site engineering to resolve their studio grading calculations. The ‘wetted perimeter’ variable in Mannings Equation is a great tool for slowing down water before it gets to a pipe.

I am a practicing landscape architect who is still fascinated by the transformation of ideas and drawings into built work. Grading design is a cornerstone in this process. Addressing issues of weather, water management, soils, erosion, circulation and access are core to the practice of landscape architecture, and our students should be beyond proficient. They should be poets.

My subject, “Designed Ecologies” looks at topics like change in population composition, devolution, punctuated equilibrium, and system adaptation from vantage points in biology, ecology, economics, social science, art and thermodynamics, and is the place where landscape architects and engineers, and real estate consultants define what works. Community engagement people establish dialog with residents of places that have become “sites” to scope what should be designed. Artists examine nature through the lens of culture to produce interesting hybrids. Media designers convert change directions into zeitgeist.

Landscape architecture’s strength is in how to use and apply the non-physical inputs. Ecologists, engineers, and real estate consultants define what works. Community engagement people establish dialog with residents of places that have become “sites” to scope what should be designed. Artists examine nature through the lens of culture to produce interesting hybrids. Media designers convert change directions into zeitgeist.

My goal in teaching is to make grading and site engineering immediately assessable as a design tool. We cover key topics with brief lectures and examples, followed by a series of in-class exercises to ensure that the material is understood and mastered. Our students work in groups, help each other, and ask questions. This is a great way to encourage exploration and collaboration, and to ensure competence. We further explore the design potential of the grading and site engineering to resolve their studio grading calculations. The ‘wetted perimeter’ variable in Mannings Equation is a great tool for slowing down water before it gets to a pipe.

I am a practicing landscape architect who is still fascinated by the transformation of ideas and drawings into built work. Grading design is a cornerstone in this process. Addressing issues of weather, water management, soils, erosion, circulation and access are core to the practice of landscape architecture, and our students should be beyond proficient. They should be poets.
them, of settlement and community, of cities, the public realm and their relationship to ecology and the natural world which I had known when young.

It was during this period of mental, emotional, and spiritual growth that I was first asked to teach by Richard Haag, one of my own teachers. Richard was a remarkable teacher who had opened a practice in Seattle while beginning his teaching career at the University of Washington. He engaged a number of his students to help in the fledgling office. We were stimulating and rewarding. We studied at work, and worked on real projects. We sat around, drank beer together and talked about all the things that seemed important in life and design. It was serious. It was fun. We were making gardens, parks, campuses, museums, urban districts, while debating the ills of society and their nature, laboratories where we execute our information and technique. The work never seems to get as consuming and exhausting. Both at practice and academia can and should be seen a few years or a decade later in construction. Things being built and published then in turn drift into the schools and alter the conversation, influencing faculty and students alike.

In retrospect I note that nearly all of my teachers at the University of Washington had practices, and that we visited their work and critiqued it, sometimes harshly. They put their ideas and reputations out in public for all to see and evaluate. Some I admired. Some I disdained, but I did accord them respect for being in the world, for making the effort, and daring to be judged for it. When I entered the field many of the leaders in the profession of landscape architecture were still working under (the 10 years between 1961 and 1971) and the early decades with Bob Haag and his affiliate projects in the field. Many of the things one finds their way into the field and can be seen a few years or a decade later in construction. Things being built and published then in turn drift into the schools and alter the conversation, influencing faculty and students alike.

Since I came to Penn in 1974 the world has changed and so have the profession and the department. The methods we helped to pioneer such as overlay and suitability mapping, ecological inventories and planning have become fairly standard procedures and are used around the world today and taught in one form or another at nearly all schools of landscape architecture. This combined with a concern for social purpose and culture in landscape design and planning that we began to explore at Penn in the 1970s and 80s, and subsequently that I pursued at Harvard, contributed to a shift in the focus of the department from natural factors as a theoretical agenda to that of culture in several manifestations.

After I returned in 1989 we brought forth a number of studios in a number of areas and topics, launching a sequence of projects from student efforts a series of books on the history and theory of landscape architecture. This was a constant (if at times painfully slow) feedback loop that advances individuals to become responsible practitioners. I admire who didn’t teach much at all: Beatrix Farrand; Daniel Kiley; Lawrence Halprin; Ed Stone Jr; and Robert Zion.

You have also borne witness to the major changes that have occurred at Penn and in the profession since the time of Ian McHarg. What do you think we have learned as a discipline and what do you think will be important for the future?

Since I came to Pennsylvania in 1974 the world has changed and so have the profession and the department. The methods we helped to pioneer such as overlay and suitability mapping, ecological inventories and planning have become fairly standard procedures and are used around the world today and taught in one form or another at nearly all schools of landscape architecture. This combined with a concern for social purpose and culture in landscape design and planning that we began to explore at Penn in the 1970s and 80s, and subsequently that I pursued at Harvard, contributed to a shift in the focus of the department from natural factors as a theoretical agenda to that of culture in several manifestations.

As this energy and activity rippled out from Philadelphia the landscape stock and under the chairmanship of James Corner reflected upon what we should attend to that would continue to have a positive effect upon the field and society. Thus a number of us realized that the City was still something of a frontier for landscape architecture. It was a white blank on soils maps and not thought of as a landscape at all. Yet hundreds of millions of people around the world live and struggle with the quality of the environment and their lives. Agreeing with the observation of anthropologist Claude Levi Strauss that ‘a working theoretical problem, it is a cultural landscape’, several of the faculty consciously shifted their concerns to urban areas and topics, launching a series of studios in a number of
diverse settings around the world: in Asia, Europe, and Latin America, as well as across the US. Thus a concern for global issues of urban and infrastructure has informed natural and cultural processes that operate on either a site or broader landscape scale has characterized the recent history of the 21st century, the central problem of nearly all urban design is the confrontation of increased scale and numbers of everything. The question of building just as healthy cities when nearly every project threatens to remove or overwhelm aspects of the existing environment is universal while the answers are often individual and local. When it comes to the future of practice, solutions, and trends however, it is good to remember that significant aspects of the future are almost always around in the present, but have not yet flowered into their full potential. One only has to think of small rodent-like mammals dashing about underfoot at the end of the great age of dinosaurs, or of the pre-digital age young folks playing about with computers at MIT, Cal Tech, and DARPA in the early 1970s when we were drawing with mechanical ink pens on overhead sheets of vellum and mylar, coloring maps on light tables, staring at stereo-pairs of aerial photographs, and sorting through 35 mm slides, in an attempt to marshal the material we needed to actually do our work. The future is already here, for better or worse, we just now have to live it wisely and well. Nicholas Pevzner, M.L.A. ’09

As a teacher and editor of a new journal (scenario.com) you seem to be looking increasingly to work that is grounded in a more rigorous understanding of ecology. Could you briefly describe why you think this is important and how it relates to the recent history of the discipline?

I’m interested in landscape that acts infrastructurally in the city. On the one hand, this means the organization of disjointed pieces of our increasingly complex urban fabric into a cohesive and legible framework. On the other, it means the literal support of essential urban functions — water quality protection, sewage treatment, energy supply, thermal regulation, and so on. While the first can be accomplished through the traditional design skill set, the second demands a more rigorous and technical level of engineering. While the broad goals of landscape as infrastructure have entered the disciplinary conversation in both landscape practice and landscape education, the departure point for how to deploy these landscape systems with fluency and control continues to be lacking. In practice, environmental engineers, ecologists, civil engineers and sustainability consultants can be brought onto the team for help with the specifics, but a heuristic understanding of the processes and feedbacks involved remains to be internalized.

If we are interested in positioning landscape not only as a boutique commodity or purely a space for leisure, but as a working part of the city that underlies and supports urban functioning, then we must better understand the impacts, uses, and services that an infrastructural landscape provides. This entails bringing more legibility not just to the elements that make up a city, but to the processes and feedbacks that make up the urban environment. It also entails being much more precise in describing the goals of landscape interventions, above and beyond its beauty or civic function. Our goal is to contribute to creating a better-performing city that is more efficient in the use of resources, healthier for its human inhabitants, and resilient to disruptions and disasters. To achieve this then ecology must be more than a metaphor for dynamic, the ecological, or urban landscape — we must incorporate it as a methodology that allows us to better describe the biophysical, geophysical, ecological, and social effects and feedbacks of urban systems, and to better calibrate both their individual and collective performance, in order to build a credible case for designed landscape infrastructures. We know that landscape has the potential to improve urban performance by providing ecosystem services (such as temperature regulation, microclimate comfort, stormwater detention, water filtration, carbon sequestration, or even fuel supply), but unless these infrastructural functions can be implemented, measured, tested, and replicated, they will remain secondary to the dominant civil engineering solutions.

At the same time, interest within the scientific community in constructed landscapes and in their potential to solve urban infrastructure on the rise, but there are few channels of communication open between designers, ecologists, hydrologists, soil scientists, and environmental engineers. With Scenario Journal, based at Penn, my co-editor Steph Carlisle and I are trying to open a forum that is more efficient between these different disciplines.
There seems to be a clear lineage from Penn to your current practice. Is that how you see it?

Penn was transformative for me. McHarg, Spiv, Corner, and Rose were all teaching at the time I started, and Ian’s approach to design and planning in concert with natural resources and systems started, and Ian’s approach to design and planning in concert with natural resources and systems helped me reformulate my own thinking—orienting the academy and practice today. How we continue to reinforce landscape as a cultural design project, and as a basis for dialogue to better address social needs and the very basics of food, water, and energy—these are among our challenges moving forward.

Chris Reed, M.L.A. ’95

There is evidence of increased authority over the last two decades. Landscape architects are now leading large teams of consultants, engaging in complex and wide-reaching urban projects. They also are sitting as equals on teams holding significant and highly regarded positions. If the public is not cognizant of the authors—usually the heroic efforts of many individuals—of any landscape design, they are irresistibly drawn to spaces that are engaging, socially purposeful and poetic. That the profession has suffered less serious setbacks in the recession than our architectural peers is an indication that landscape architecture is, in some circles, less likely to be perceived as a luxury commodity. The profession has grown in stature and visibility, but, given the current trajectory, will it continue to keep pace with 21st century issues, issues like those described in Jared Diamond’s book “COLLAPSE - How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed”?

The existing client base, while doing very important work, is presently serving a relatively narrow segment of our global society. There is no client base while also grounding students in history, theory, ecology and technology. This has been sound pedagogy. Students leave the academy with an honest desire and a genuine commitment to use the agency of the design of the landscape to contribute to solving the bigger problems of the 21st century but are then greeted with narrow choices of employment and limited efficacy. The question then inevitably arises, is the academy doing enough to the professions it could play within the broader project of urbanism. Those interests continue to move my work—and clearly have enormously informed both the academy and practice today. How we continue to reinforce landscape as a cultural design project, and as a basis for dialogue to better address social needs and the very basics of food, water, and energy—these are among our challenges moving forward.

Lucinda Sanders, M.L.A. ’89

Your vision of the future of the profession is that it needs to step up and play a greater leadership role in regard to some of the big issues facing the 21st century. How can we do this and what are some of the roles landscape architects could play in the future?

Landscape architects have realized vitally important physical and intellectual projects over the last century and a half, which have dramatically and positively altered the way we live and the way we think about our surroundings. Over the duration of nearly a century, the profession has been defined by practice and academia and these two are often, but not consistently, in alignment. In practice, clients are routinely asked to think very deeply about precisely these topics. Historically, the academy is the place where questions have been explored and students are encouraged to provide speculative answers outside of the context and confines of a problem defined by the client. Landscape architecture at Penn has a tradition of being one of the institutions that simultaneously tackles the difficult and persistent questions of a client base while also grounding students in history, theory, ecology and technology. This has been sound pedagogy. Students leave the academy with an honest desire and a genuine commitment to use the agency of the design of the landscape to contribute to solving the bigger problems of the 21st century but are then greeted with narrow choices of employment and limited efficacy. The question then inevitably arises, is the academy doing enough to reinforce landscape as a cultural design project, and as a basis for dialogue to better address social needs and the very basics of food, water, and energy—these are among our challenges moving forward.
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Landscape architects have realized vitally important physical and intellectual projects over the last century and a half, which have dramatically and positively altered the way we live and the way we think about our surroundings. Over the duration of nearly a century, the profession has been defined by practice and academia and these two are often, but not consistently, in alignment. In practice, clients are routinely asked to think very deeply about precisely these topics. Historically, the academy is the place where questions have been explored and students are encouraged to provide speculative answers outside of the context and confines of a problem defined by the client. Landscape architecture at Penn has a tradition of being one of the institutions that simultaneously tackles the difficult and persistent questions of a client base while also grounding students in history, theory, ecology and technology. This has been sound pedagogy. Students leave the academy with an honest desire and a genuine commitment to use the agency of the design of the landscape to contribute to solving the bigger problems of the 21st century but are then greeted with narrow choices of employment and limited efficacy. The question then inevitably arises, is the academy doing enough to reinforce landscape as a cultural design project, and as a basis for dialogue to better address social needs and the very basics of food, water, and energy—these are among our challenges moving forward.

Chris Reed, M.L.A. ’95

There seems to be a clear lineage from Penn to your current practice. Is that how you see it?

Penn was transformative for me. McHarg, Spiv, Corner, and Rose were all teaching at the time I started, and Ian’s approach to design and planning in concert with natural resources and systems started, and Ian’s approach to design and planning in concert with natural resources and systems helped me reformulate my own thinking—orienting the academy and practice today. How we continue to reinforce landscape as a cultural design project, and as a basis for dialogue to better address social needs and the very basics of food, water, and energy—these are among our challenges moving forward.

Lucinda Sanders, M.L.A. ’89

Your vision of the future of the profession is that it needs to step up and play a greater leadership role in regard to some of the big issues facing the 21st century. How can we do this and what are some of the roles landscape architects could play in the future?

Landscape architects have realized vitally important physical and intellectual projects over the last century and a half, which have dramatically and positively altered the way we live and the way we think about our surroundings. Over the duration of nearly a century, the profession has been defined by practice and academia and these two are often, but not consistently, in alignment. In practice, clients are routinely asked to think very deeply about precisely these topics. Historically, the academy is the place where questions have been explored and students are encouraged to provide speculative answers outside of the context and confines of a problem defined by the client. Landscape architecture at Penn has a tradition of being one of the institutions that simultaneously tackles the difficult and persistent questions of a client base while also grounding students in history, theory, ecology and technology. This has been sound pedagogy. Students leave the academy with an honest desire and a genuine commitment to use the agency of the design of the landscape to contribute to solving the bigger problems of the 21st century but are then greeted with narrow choices of employment and limited efficacy. The question then inevitably arises, is the academy doing enough to reinforce landscape as a cultural design project, and as a basis for dialogue to better address social needs and the very basics of food, water, and energy—these are among our challenges moving forward.
provide students with the necessary exposure to the development of implementable models that will enable them to effectively address those serious and life threatening challenges through the medium of the landscape and its adjacent systems? Not enough attention has been devoted to this emerging arena. Consequently, the gap widens between the pressing problems that students are asked to solve while in the academy and those they are able to begin to solve once they depart the academy.

If landscape architects are to have more influential voices in these contemporary conversations, five vitally important shifts must occur, beginning in academia at Penn. First, students in landscape architecture need more exposure to the ways in which societal change occurs and they must be asked to imagine alternative models for implementation of their inspired creative proposals. Secondly, we must tap into the knowledge economy and that we are deeply ensconced in must not limit them. Fourth, knowledge of the landscape and its adjacent systems? Not enough attention has been devoted to this emerging arena. Consequently, the gap widens between the pressing problems that students are asked to solve while in the academy and those they are able to begin to solve once they depart the academy.

For us to ask students to take on the challenge to raise the authority, visibility and impact of landscape architects in this new world, we must work with the students to help create new roles - advocacy, political, artistic, journalistic – that are respected and viable. We must first believe there are efficient new models from which to operate and then we must help to create those new forms of operation so that students know they can assume important roles toward building a sustainable future.

Meg Studer, M.L.A. ’08
You are interested in mapping complex systems, an area of research which is in part traceable back to Penn. Could you explain your current interests and how they align with a certain Penn legacy?

I map two types of systems: landscape logistics and territorial projections. The former examines the maintenance operations and industrial ecologies—materials, labor, energy, and logistics—underpinning urban infrastructure. The later explores the mass-media and computational construction of space, using the critical cartographies of post-war land-art as a filter to think through the territories projected by civil defense planning and quantitative gaming.

Parallel to McHarg’s interdisciplinary embrace of the physical and soft sciences, I work from a range of archives, geographic information systems, statistical and graphic software. Thus, while many of my technical tools borrow from his extensive overlay and tabular approaches, my cartographic frameworks focus on intensively-articulated systems, combining the relational displays of social science—choropleths, treemaps, cartograms, isotypes—and the temporalized charts of landscape—phasing, timelines, scores. In the broadest sense, our mapping strategies are calibrated to locate ‘sites’ for intervention. Yet, unlike McHarg’s, “Design with Nature” (1969), my frame of reference is no longer climax ecology, default Keynesian implementation, or extensive, determinate geography. Rather, as in the ‘region-making’ of MVRDV or the writings of Keller Easterling, my maps visualize the mutually inflected political, economic, and ecological parameters producing space. I draw out design opportunities from the thresholds and nodes of on-going material and resource flows, show the alliances between operational externals and (institutional) inertia.

My treatments of space thus make me an heir to both James Corner’s ‘sites’ for intervention. Yet, unlike McHarg’s, “Design with Nature” (1969), my frame of reference is no longer climax ecology, default Keynesian implementation, or extensive, determinate geography. Rather, as in the ‘region-making’ of MVRDV or the writings of Keller Easterling, my maps visualize the mutually inflected political, economic, and ecological parameters producing space. I draw out design opportunities from the thresholds and nodes of on-going material and resource flows, show the alliances between operational externals and (institutional) inertia.

Lisa Switkin, M.L.A. ’02
As a Penn alum and member of James Corner Field Operations, what are your thoughts on the state of landscape architecture now?

It is an exciting time when cities and towns are developing new strategies for the built environment by rethinking what it means to be green, sustainable, smart and livable. Architects, engineers and related disciplines are actively establishing special divisions in green and sustainable design to address this trend, but this is what we do as landscape architects, and it should be broadcast. It is inherent in our training and thinking and therefore landscape architects are poised to be leaders in this movement.
Landscape architecture is becoming more and more relevant with projects that respond to rapidly rising global issues such as contamination, water quality and management, land management, urban decay, the food and energy crisis, deforestation and large-scale ecological degradation. In addition, there is a wider recognition that quality open space and public realm can be a catalyst for economic development in addition to its other well known benefits of filtering air and water, cooling the environment, providing habitat for wildlife, contributing to carbon reduction targets, supporting expressions of civic engagement and improving physical health, well-being and quality of life.

I was introduced to ‘systems thinking’ at Penn. Understanding how built, natural, social, economic, and political systems influence one another and can be understood in the context of relationships with other systems is what makes Landscape architects ideal leaders for today’s large-scale, complex urban design projects and design problems. We have a broad focus and are required to step outside of the traditional confines of the ‘designer’s world’ to absorb as much of the web of life as possible through immersion, exploration and experience. We are required to sort, edit and weave endless streams of data and influence into design strategies, patterns, and behaviors, which are constantly shifting and changing and evolving. I am pushing the boundaries of linear design to evolve, adapt and transform according to the changing variables and collaboration of the players involved. New relationships, ideas and questions emerge from the game with every small tweak of the variables and through the human social interaction inherent in the approach.

The goal of my projects is design informed - and continually transformed - by investigations and experiences of the complex relationships among natural phenomena, inter-social dynamics, and ecosystems. Ecosystems are not isolated from each other, but are interconnected. The first principle of ecology is that every living organism has an ongoing and continual relationship with every other element that makes up its environment. The ecosystem is composed of two entities: the entire of life (the biocoenosis) and the medium in which life exists (the biotope).

Like the weather, design is inseparable from personal experience and external influences. As we move towards the assimilation of work/play and architecture/nature, designers must develop tools to negotiate complex assemblages of influence, social ecologies, systems, data sets, patterns, and behaviors, which are constantly shifting and changing and evolving. I am pushing the boundaries of linear design to create what I call dynamic design, which, like the weather, social interactions, and ecosystems are defined by changeability, mutability and the potential to evolve. Of course without some kind of human construct in the designer’s mind there would be chaos. My answer to this problem is the creative application of algorithms to embed ideas and experience into an emerging future. The algorithm is a dynamic and intuitive process. By applying an algorithm we create a heuristic set of rules and flexible procedures for discovery and decision making. The creativity of the process lies in playing out the formula and seeing the project evolve, adapt and transform according to the changing variables and collaboration of the players involved. New relationships, ideas and questions emerge from the game with every small tweak of the variables and through the human social interaction inherent in the approach.

Mark Thoman, M.L.A. ’99

In your studios you are challenging conventional design methods. Could you explain your aims?

My studios challenge a linear design approach and are structured as experimental design inquiries into the seemingly chaotic patterns of modern life. Each of my studio projects investigates methods to sort, edit and weave endless streams of data and influence into design strategies, patterns and relationships. The approach is multidisciplinary; students are required to step outside of the traditional confines of the ‘designer’s world’ to absorb as much of the web of life as possible through immersion, exploration and exposure to a variety of influences in order to frame their design.

Dana Tomlin

Somewhat off to one side you have been working assiduously on GIS algorithms. Could you speak briefly about your research and why it is important to the larger landscape architectural enterprise in the 21st century?

As a high school student trying to decide how to spend the rest of my life, I found there was something about architecture and something (very different) about forestry that had always held the greatest interest. Now decades later, I find that these interests are just as strong as ever; and not only have I managed to satisfy them, I have also been able to get paid now and then for doing so. The trick has been to forego each in favor of pursuing something in between. Having initially made the
decision head toward forestry, it was the dean of the school I was about to attend who first opened my eyes to landscape architecture and thereby compelled me to leave that school not long after I arrived. Over the next few years, however, I would go back and forth between the academic worlds (not just architecture or landscape architecture per se but, more generally) environmental design and (not just forestry per se but, more generally) environmental planning.

It was from somewhere between those worlds that there emerged this thing called ‘GIS,’ geographic information systems. Still in the days when cards had to be punched and submitted to computers that occupied whole buildings, it was all very mysterious, architecture per se but, more than a profession. Then, always felt more like a hobby than drawing-oriented) geographic information systems. “GIS” means geospatial algorithms relate to the design of geographical processes and generate patterns in the virtual world(s) of GIS has been no less challenging, satisfying, or consequential than doing so in that other world just outside.

A large part of the reason for this has been timing. Even today, I still manage to ride a wave of ever-increasing interest and improvement in modern digital technology. That wave initially drew its strength from things like personal computers and graphical user interfaces but then drew even more from equipment that could be relied upon to get smaller, more powerful and less expensive with each passing year. This continued with the advent of the Internet, mobile devices, and routine use of computer software know the how wave has largely been due to interests that are oriented as much or more toward the development of GIS as toward the use of this tool in any one area of practical application. What started as favors for classmates seeking specialized GIS capabilities would eventually result in the development of a software package (the world’s most widely used of its kind at the time, perhaps because it was distributed for free), a doctoral dissertation, plenty of publications, and lots of opportunities to put my ideas to work. In short, those ideas revolved around a computational language that has come to be referred to as ‘Map Algebra’. Whereas a conventional algebra might use elementary mathematical operations to add, subtract, multiply, or divide numbers, ‘Map Algebra’ uses elementary cartographic operations to superimpose maps onto another, to measure distances, determine paths of minimum cost, and so on. Variations on this methodology are evident in virtually all of today’s raster-based (i.e. image- rather than drawing-oriented) geographic information systems.

But what about satisfying those early interests in architecture and forestry? While the use of GIS has now been embraced by both of those fields and many others, between how does the design of geospatial algorithms relate to the design of geographical processes? In short, the answer is ‘directly’. Those who tend to favor the right-hand side of the brain know full well that the ability and the inclination to cast all sorts of problems in geometric terms is not only strangely empowering but strangely enjoyable as well. And many of those who design computer software know the same is true for problems whose ‘spatial’ dimensions are more logical than physical in nature. For me, the opportunity to choreograph those fields and many others in the virtual world(s) of GIS has been no less challenging, satisfying, or consequential than doing so in that other world just outside.

Jerry van Eyck

Do you feel that in the last few decades things have improved for practicing landscape architecture? If so why? You have always been involved with leading firms – where are you trying to take your own practice now?

Landscape architecture is one of the most dynamic, most diverse, broadest in scope, and holistic design disciplines around. Every new project is a unique situation that involves defining a set of challenges and creating a new approach each time. There should be no rule or formula for landscape architecture, however, some tenets may help people categorize and understand the trends and enrichment of our profession over time. It is the landscape architect’s role to relate to context, as well as to create context: context for living, context for work, context for play, and context for transit. In an effort to make places large and small, it is a landscape architect’s role to contemplate the interaction of user and context. The creation of a contextual place also affects people’s emotions. Whether they are places of work, play, education, entertainment, places of relaxation, places for consumption, or places to call home, how people interact with environments can range from the sheer poetic to the ultra commercial. In making places that are durable, we strive to create not just environmental sustainability, but also social and economic sustainability.

Every young graduate landscape designer will experience that landscape architecture is about people and especially about anticipation. And therein lies perhaps the biggest dissimilarity with what he or she was taught while roaming in academia. Landscape architecture is more than mastering a vernacular or a set of skills. It is more than being capable of generating design concepts. It is also more than knowing how to construct a site and every detail in it.
Creativity can’t flourish in a vacuum. A design is shaped by conditions and constraints. By goals and wishes of a client, by politics, by budget restrictions, by location, by availability of materials, and by the limitations of the contractor.

As educators, it is our duty to prepare our students to become young professionals who understand that at the moment they enter the world of practicing Landscape architecture the actual learning is yet to begin. To practice Landscape architecture is to be a perpetual student, to learn over and over, with every project.

With each new project we discover what it means when a project (finally) ‘works’. Our projects may be minimalistic, frivolous, high-tech, organic, rich, or simplistic. Perhaps we still may preach of ecology or cultural history in a semi religious way, but we continue to learn from every project we discover. We need to find out that we cannot predict every project, and each time we continue to learn from every project.

Landscape architecture is to be a perpetual student, to learn over and over, with every project. With each new project we discover what it means when a project (finally) ‘works’. Our projects may be minimalistic, frivolous, high-tech, organic, rich, or simplistic. Perhaps we still may preach of ecology or cultural history in a semi religious way, but we continue to learn from every project we discover. We need to find out that we cannot predict every project, and each time we continue to learn from every project.

At Penn as a Master of Architecture candidate in the Graduate School of Fine Arts, I first understood that the design disciplines could share intellectual commitments and objects of study. I learned that the design disciplines share significant intellectual and institutional histories. Equally, I learned that the challenges of the contemporary city often resist easy professional or disciplinary boundaries. My own intellectual project and desire to describe and intervene upon the contemporary city was first formulated at Penn. This was informed by the intellectual milieu at Penn and the work of my mentors and colleagues in the School including Mohsen Mostafavi, David Leatherbarrow, Homa Farjadi, and James Corner, among many other influences. It was at Penn that I first appreciated intellectual and academic leadership. While at Penn, I benefited from the service and vision of two extraordinary individuals in leadership roles, Adele Santos, then chair of the department of architecture, and Anne Spin, then chair of the department of landscape architecture. The milieu that I was immersed in for graduate work was shaped, as much as anything, by faculty appointments made during their terms.

Charles Waldheim

Now chair at Harvard, could you reflect on your education at Penn?

At Penn as a Master of Architecture candidate in the Graduate School of Fine Arts, I first understood that the design disciplines could share intellectual commitments and objects of study. I learned that the design disciplines share significant intellectual and institutional histories. Equally, I learned that the challenges of the contemporary city often resist easy professional or disciplinary boundaries.

My own intellectual project and desire to describe and intervene upon the contemporary city was first formulated at Penn. This was informed by the intellectual milieu at Penn and the work of my mentors and colleagues in the School including Mohsen Mostafavi, David Leatherbarrow, Homa Farjadi, and James Corner, among many other influences. It was at Penn that I first appreciated intellectual and academic leadership. While at Penn, I benefited from the service and vision of two extraordinary individuals in leadership roles, Adele Santos, then chair of the department of architecture, and Anne Spin, then chair of the department of landscape architecture. The milieu that I was immersed in for graduate work was shaped, as much as anything, by faculty appointments made during their terms.

Of course, Harvard GSD and Penn GSFA share a mutually beneficial, and long-standing set of conversations and commitments. Neither institution could be completely described without mention of the other. Of course that communication has informed both institutions and continues in various forms to this day.

While my experience in the Master of Architecture at Penn exposed me to landscape as a medium of contemporary urbanism, it was in the department of landscape architecture at Penn that I found the disciplinary and intellectual grounding for my own aspirations. That would not have been possible without the deep and profound impact on Penn made by Holmes Perkins, Laurie Olin, Ian McHarg, and a range of Harvard affiliates over many years. My own professional arc, having taken me to the Harvard GSD, is unimaginable absent the long-standing intellectual and disciplinary commitments of PennDesign.

Of course, this is an ongoing conversation, so, to be continued...

Sally Willig

Why do you think it is important that we learn to read the land around us and how do you open students eyes to this?

Sensitive thoughtful design and wise land use decision-making that protects humans and the environment require an ecological approach to site analysis that evaluates abiotic and biotic factors and determines key linking processes. The Philadelphia region provides an ideal setting for learning to ‘read the landscape’ as the climate and geology change in moving from the New Jersey barrier islands northwest to the Appalachian Mountains of Pennsylvania. Associated changes in topography, soils, vegetation, wildlife, and disturbance, natural and human-caused, become clear in exploring, characterizing, and comparing natural areas along this transect. Students learn best when their senses are fully engaged as occurs, for example, on our kayak trips down the Batsto River in the Pine Barrens of New Jersey in the early fall. On glorious warm days they see the quartz sand substrate and experience the rise and fall of the terrain and accompanying variation in soil moisture and vegetation. They hear the wind in the pitch pine and the crashing of boats into shrub-lined riverbanks mixed with laughter. They can smell the spicy scent of crushed sweetbay magnolia leaves and feel the soft muck in the Atlantic white cedar swamp. They can even taste the tart cranberry in the savanna, an artifact of historic bog iron mining, brimming with diverse herbaceous plants including the intriguing carnivores. In immersing themselves in and moving through a landscape, the students come to understand in a very visceral way the interrelationship of site factors. Every site from the degraded tidal waterfront to the more natural mountain ridge during fall migration has a story to tell. Consideration of processes enables students to unlock the narratives and develop a greater understanding and appreciation of different landscapes. The ecological approach to unraveling a site’s history will guide students as they develop as designers and move forward into practice.
Bill Young

You seem to have a great love for what you do. What motivates you as a practitioner and a teacher?

I teach because it is a chance to share knowledge and wisdom; I teach because it may inspire a student; I teach because it is so rewarding; I teach because I have something to share.

When I went to SUNY Forestry to study landscape architecture, I was a decent student. But my best classes were outside the LA curriculum. I preferred classes with real learning and rigor. Studio was abstract and arbitrary. So, years later, when the industry embraced ecology and the environmental sciences, my career blossomed. My motivation was always there, but now my practice seemed like the perfect fit. Finally, the field of landscape architecture seemed like a great choice for a career. The scientific approach that was lacking in school became de rigueur, so I welcomed and embraced it. At the time I went to my 15-year reunion, I was on television, radio, and several print media for my work restoring landfills; it was kind of a repudiation of tough days as an undergrad.

I am highly motivated by the desire to improve the earth upon which we live, and to help make it sustainable for all generations to come.